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·Petitioners- p·ush
UCF bus service
by Mary Wilson

sbffwrHer

.

- A petition drive has recently begun ~n the UCF campus as part of a commun.ity
· '
effort to obtain busing for the East Orange County area .
· The petition efhrt is being administered by James R. Auffant, staff attorney at
' the Orange County Legal Aid office. Helen Camfield, a UCF business student, and
Mark Bender of Centralized Services are spearheading the signature drive at the
university level.
·
The purpose of collecting signatures is to provide weight to Auffant's presentation before the Board of Public Transportation of .t he Orange-Seminole-Osceola
.Transportation Authority. Auffant hop s to bring a minimum of l ,OOQ signatures
of East Ora!lge County Residents interested in obtaining bl;ls service t~ the Board's
May 15 meeting.
Two bus routes will be suggested by. Auffant -- both providing service to the l:JCF
and Eas~ Valencia Community College campuses. The first alternative would
provide service to the areas of Union Park, Bithlo, Park Manor and Bonneville.
The second roi..ite would extend as far as Christmas at the far east end of Orange
County. Ideally; any chosen route will provide a direct line from 436 to the UCF
campus.
.
. .
.1 .
A previous attempt to obtain a bus line from. ~he authonty m t w1tn 11tt 1e success
during the 1973-14 Arab o.il embargo. The authority subsidized by,tederar fonding, provided an experimental bus servic during the fall and winter quarters of
that year. The bus de;livered tudents at 8 a .m. and picked them up at 5 p.m. Its
. route extended from the ma.in terminal, through Altamonte Springs along 436 and
17-92 to the universl.ty.
Bus Service, page 121
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This man is smiling for a very good reason. He spent 24 hours in a
us were 'busy with our
very uncomfortable position while"most
daily routine. See photo spread on page 13.

of

estio religious cl

's.
'

by Deane Jordan
staff writer

Although the . _U nited Campus · best preaching school i.n the United
. Ministry did not take any action this States." Carr a1so presented a letter of
week a meeting was called to discuss completion of the Prayer School to the
the Christian Student Association and UCM.
. its minister Adrian Carr. Heated
When questioned by ministry memargument occurred over Carr's church bers Carr said he did not have a
affiliation, his · qualifications and Master's or Bachelor's degree in
the purpose of the Christian Student religious studies. The Future has 1earrlAssociation.
ed through sources in Gainesville that
The UCM, spurred on by numerous contrary to some statements, Carr is
telephone calls and letters from · con- not a graduate of the Physical ·
cerned people who had heard the Therapy department at the University
Church of Christ was starting on cam- of Florida although he has bee!1 a
pus, met with Carr to discuss his
registered masseur.
qualifications as a minister. They also
AFfER
DISCUSSING
CARR'S
questioned his involvement with the credentials the UCM decided not to adChristian Student Association (started judicate his qualifications until they
in January at UCF) and Carr's received a transcript of his training
association with the highly controver- and a list of the school's curriculum.
sial Crossroads Church ' of Christ in
Under the questioning of W. Rex
Gainesville. The Gainesville church Brown, vice president for student. af'and its people have been accused by a fairs, UCM questioned Carr about his
variety of people of using high-pressure role with UCF's Christian Student~
techniques, scare tactics and "brain- Association and his affiliations with
washing" in their evangelical prac- the well-publicized Crossroads Church
tices.
of Christ of Gainesville.
· Carr, who appears to be in his midCarr said he was the minister to the·
twenties, cited his completion of a · Christian Student Association and atfour-year study-program at the Church tended their services on Sunday. He
of Christ in Gajnesville- as his said CSA members were mernb~rs of
qualification to be a ~inister. He his congregation at the Universitv
called the Gainesville institution "the Boulevard Church of Christ, a church

boiling down to," said Carr "is does
wJ:iich has not as of yet been built.
THE CSA HAS been h·olding services
the Church of Christ have a right to
exist?"
on campus, with offcampus people
regularly attending. At these services
Brown and Carr agreed that their inthe CSA has been collecting money
terpretations of what a student
which was reportedly not for CSA use
organization is or . can do were dif. but destined for off-campus activiti~s
and
each
discontinued
ferent
by non~CSA members.
discussion of this matter when each
Carr said he did not know that
hinted at leg.al action.
religious student organizations could
Carr said Brown would find out
not collect money on campus and ·
Carr has the right to practice relig10n
thought the·CSA was operating within
on campus if he would look into the
uni 1ersity rules.
·· collection of i:noney by a student
Brown maintain cl the CSA was not
organization.
·
collecting fo r CSA but for Carr's .church
Brown sai·d his ·office would look inand said that · was a violation of
to the legalities of the matter.
rules -- collecting money on-campus by
IN EXPLAINING HIS . church af~ student organization fo.r an offfiliations, Carr said his University
campus church.
Boulevard Church of Christ · was
Brown also charged that Carr was
"autonomous" and not associated with
trying to establish a church on camP,us
the Gainesville Crossroads Church of
through CSA members.
·Christ. CSA student president Randel
"That's over stepping the bounds of
Janka also said CSA was not associated
a student organization," said Brown.
with the Gainesville church. However,
Carr was trained by a . School of
CARR SAID that according to his inPreaching u;.der the 'auspices of the
terpretation of the Bible, a religious
Gainesville Crossroads Church of
student organization constitutes a
Christ, and Carr is currently being
church and he therefore has a right to
"supported" or salaried by the
be their minister. Carr said he didn't
see Brown's point of view on "why we
Gainesville organization.
can't worship on campus, unless this is
Defending · his position, Carr said,
a railroad or something. What we're
"We_have been totally m isrepresented
Christian Student Associati_o n, pa.g e 12

Today's Future lliiiiiiiliiiiiillllliliiiilliilliiilll.._.......~~~.---....--~~~~-~
Nationals _Again?
Money Madness . . .. All That Jazz
The Activity and Service Fee Committee
will begin to make cuts in requested
budgets for next year today. Find out
how mu~h money each group is asking
for rm page .1.

Future writer Don Gilliland in tf'rviewed
nationally recognized jazz guitarist Pat
Metheny when his group played here this
week. Learn about.his views on the music
industry on page 14.

Thf're is a 90 percent chance that UCF
may host the national volleyball championships again next ypar. Yolleyball
coach Lucy McDaniels gives her uiew of
the situation on page 20.
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Omara: Rotter ineligible
to run for SG president

dais. Campaigning will continue·through the April 17 a!1d 18 election da!es.
This year's polling place. will be a covered te~t area of the Student Gover~ment
Kiosk near the reflecting pond. As a protection against tampering, three polling
machines will be used to register votes, rather than the ballot boxe~ that had been
used in the past.
·
The pol~s will be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. both voting days. Necessary ID
hasn't been determined yet but SG sources recommend voters bring both a student
ID and a driver's license. Any registered student is eligible to v.ote_.

.by Mary Wilson
atliffwrlter

The campaignin~ f~r ~tudent body president and vice president has officially
,hegu~. As of deadlm~ date last Friday, eight ~andidates. have entered the. r~ce.
R~nmng ~or the presidential seat are Senate Protetn J.im Soukup, Student B dy
Vice President Armando Payas, former senator Mike Scanlon, and President of~e
Black Student Union John Stover. Sen. Rob Rotter has also filed for candi'dacy but
may be declared ineligible.
~t.press t~me

President Mark Omara notified the FutU;re he would be delivering
official notice to Rotter of his ineligibility. According to Omara, Rotter in on
acadeJ!i~c probation ~nd therefore prevented by election guidelines from running.
Rotter ma.~ntai~ed tha! Omara doe~n't have authority to declare his ineligibility
and. ~tated, I ~ill continue to consider myself ·a candidate until I'm officially
·notified otherwise by the Election Commissioner."
~andidates runn.ing in the. vice presidential race include sen. Jim Blount, Sen.
Mark Callahan and Alex Grist.
The only tickets appear in the Stover-Callahan and Scanlon-Grist candidacies.
.Active campaigning began at 1 a.m. Monday morning with the handing of -election posters on campus .. Those same posters were slashed Tuesday evening by van-

Books, jewelry, clothes
to be sold at VC auction
The Village Center will hold a Lost and Found Auction April 9 on the VC Patio
beginning at noon .
Paul Franzese, director of VC programming said, "We have unclaimed books,
. do.thing, sotne jewelry including a few watches, and several calculators.
The VC norma·lly holds one auction ~~ch quarter, but Franzese said that there
was not an auction held during the Winter Quarter. The spring auction will
therefore "be l~rger tha!l usy._al, he said.
_
__
.
The Lost and Found Auction is a public auction, and the general public may attend. Any money raised through the auction will go into the General Scholarship
Fund .
Todd Kaplan, a member of .the Activities Board will act as auctioneer.

RATIONAL
EMOTIVE
.GROWTH
GROUP

Th-is group will
teach students how
to use rational
emotive and other
cognitive behavior
methods for
:personal growth.
Members will be
encouraged to
share experiences
and practice using
the methods to
overcome selfdefe~ting habits.

Read Faster
and

··· ft
~cJJ---

,· g

~

·More Efficiently!

.

\..:

~"\
Interested students ·should contact:
Dr. Dan Walton
Developmental Center
Ph: 275-2811

Is it worth 10 hours of your·time? That's all H
takes, and the heHer you .read now, the mo~• you .will ,
imprcwe. Try it and see!
·
Register.n• at the D•ilopmantal Canter, Dorm C, Room 121.
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So you·v~ got a few problems
with your shape. Don't
worry about it, do something about it. And a
good way to get
started .is by reading the next issue
of "Insider" -the
free supplement to
your college newspaper
from Ford.
You'll find tips on exercise,
training and sports. And you'll discover
a few of the unusual ways some athletes
stay in shape. It's rrot all running and
weight lifting. And you'll also find
some very interesting information about
how to shape up your ride with the
great lineup of '79 Fords.

Look lor "lnsider"Ford's continuing series ol
college newspaper supplements.

Double chin from
lots of pizza with
double cheese.

600 calories.
Tennis elbow.
Great for resting
on table tops.
Belt overhang, makes
tying shoes a problem.
Stiff knee. Used mainly
to walk to refrigerator
and back.

FORD
FORD DIVISION

•&•

Hasn't touched his

~~------toes in years. ·

~

......,a111uu~
.
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Rel·gious cult uilding in area ·"
·

by Deane Jordan

staff wrfter
Step aside Moonies--the Crossroads
Church of Christ may be_coming. up
behind yo_u.
In 1950 the 14th Street Church was
founded in Gainesville Florida. By
1978 it had changed its name to the
Crossroads Church of Christ, had over
1,000 members in its church and
budget of -approximately $900,000. It
also had gained a bad reputation .
The controversial church has been
accused by professional religious
leaders, lay people, parents and formef
members of being cult-like in. its orientation and excessively aggressive in its
recruiting practices.
In a notice to his church members,
Pastor Lloyd Larsen of the University
Unite<;!_ Church on University Blvd.
recently wrote "the Crossroads Church
of _Christ by various . questionable

THE REVEREND Otto M. Spangler

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

clfueBapti~CampusM~~tryatUclF

wrote a etter, "I could not begin to 1e1f
of the damage done to students whom I
have counseled because of tlie r,ractices of this (Crossroads Church of
Chirst). ·rt -is .a rriampulative pressurepacked environment which induces
guilt, breaks relationships, and cause
much mental anguish ."
One par~nt of a _current member of
. the Crossroads Church of Christ says
the church has cal;lsed pro_blems on
campuses in at least 15 states.
The Future contacted one campus
where problems were alleged to have
occured in lllinois. A spokesman for.
the university said because of the way
they have set up their university (no
religious activities on campus) the partiCular Church of Christ in their area
has not become an "official problem"
although the spokesman did say that

Pastor Lloyd Larsen:
"They prey on college freshmen, the lonely, the
. disturbed and (the) insecure; (they ask you) to hate
your ·mother and father, give your life ~nd time only
to the church, sell your possessions and give you~
money not to _t_h~ poor... b~t to their ~~u~c~·-"_ . .
rnethods ... seeks- to control by quiet
coercion and mind bending (of) fives of
their participants."
THE PASTOR added, "they prey
on college freshmen, the lonely; . the
disturbed and (the) insecure; (they ask
you) to hate your mother and father,
give your life and time only to the
church, sell your possessions and give:
your · money not to the poor ... but to
their church."
The parent church, Crossroads
Church of Christ finances ap-

proximately 30 campus ministries,
_most ·of which are built under different
names· so they can claim to be
~utonomous, according to a religious
leader in Central Florida.
Various religious leaders accuse the
church of ''brain w;ishing" ·and mind
control. At least one psychologist is. ac-·
tively involved fo deprogramming
Crossroad members, and one to six
suicides hav<;! been attributed to former
members of the church who couldn't
re-adjust.
-

Cult, page 18

Committee to start A&SF budget cuts

' I

by Mary Wilson
staff wrfter

The Activity and Service Fee Committee will today begin the-cutting of
budget requests for the 1979-80 school
year.
According to committee chairman
·Mark Oma~a. "It's now just a matter
of getting the budget requests within
what we ,believe our income will be.
over the nextfiscal year."
.
.
· This fiscal year ends June 30. Since
February 13 the A&SF committee has
been listening to presentations - made
by campus organizations desiring fun9'
ing from next year's A&SF revenue.
This r~venue is collected as a charge on
a student's tuition -- $2.49 for each
credit hour enrolled for three quarters
with fifteen . hours per quarter pays
over $100 into A&SF fund. .
CUTS -IN THE budget requests are
made after enrollment is anticipated
over Summer Quarter and the
follo~ing three-quarters. According to
Dr. Bill Brown, committee .a dviser,
"It's expected there will be at least
$1,030,000 to $1,040,000 available in
,next year's budget."
. Jim Soukup.a committee member,
stated that requests exceed the anticipated A&SF revenue by $300,000 .
. Among requests receiving close
scrutiny in the budget cuts are- those
made by several minority student
organizations.
Chairm~n
pmara .
stated that the committee will have to ·
determine if there is a duplication of
services, and therefore unnecessarily
higher costs in the proposed budgets of
the Minority Student Association,
Minority Student Services, and the
Black Student Union.
TWO REQUESTS CITED as
possibly funding duplicated. services
are minority student tutoring and
minority student recruitment.
The Black Student Union has
requested as part of its budget a $3, 750
allocation to finance a Minority
.Recruitment Team of five students
paid $250 per quarter for three quarters.There is already a coordinator of
minority scholarships and recruitment,
Dr. Leroy Lloyd of School and Community Relations.
John Stover, president of BSU, said
the recruitment team would be.
specially trained and eventually come
under the - direction of Minority
Student Services. , MSS has a $4,000
request for a tutorial program.
THE SPECIAL SERVICES Progr-am
presC'ntly offers tutoring but· MSS feC'ls
it can aid many mor{' students than the
v<'arlv 200 sN~{'d by Sp~eial SNvices.
:
~
.
_ 1, ,.. .... .,J .,n m<>ntinn('d
Con1m1ttr-c> mt•1111" ' -~ ..... , ... ~ --· · --'th<' Villag<' CC'ntN bi.idg~t rC'qm'st of

$301,408 as. one of importance. The
is requesting $28 1000 for a computerized sign board to advertise
·' spec;::ial even_t~ ~s part of its services._

jazz band, orchestra _a nd choral tours.

'vc

Large increases over last year in the
Music Department and Orientation
team requests stem from the beginninir
of new projects for each. Nearly
$20,000 of the $26,520 increase in the
Musie Department will fund extended

ACCORDING TO JIMMIE Ferrell,
'director of student organizations and
' orientation, most of the $25,380 increase in the orientation request would
fund the extension of. the orientation
team's duties froin · mere introduction
.to the camp~s to a "Comp~ehensive
:program encouraging extracurricular
•a cademic activities." Ferrell' has not
A&S
Budget
78-79

NAME

yet discussed the details of the expan·sion with the A&SF committee.
The A&SF budget cutting meetings
will continue through April 20. In. terested students are encouraged to attend since, as ·one commi~ee member.
stated, "It's theiF money." The meeting
wiJI be held every Monday and Friday
_12 to 4 p.m._ i~ VG200.

A&S Requested
Budget
79-80

% Increase
This Yr. Over
Last Yr.

Difference
In Dollars
Amt. Requested ·

5096.00

100%

+50·9·6 .00

2000.00

. 12000.00

500%

+ 10000.00

10689.00

19958.00

86.7%

+9269.00

BLACK STUDENT UNION

4693.00

15258.00

225%

+ 10566.00

CHEERLEADERS

2707.00

3934.00

·45%

+ 1227.00

CHILD CARE CENTER

32348.00

49913.00

54%

+ 17565.()0

DAYTONA BCH CTR - SGA

-11588.00.

11982.00

3%

+394.00

DEBATE TEAM

22400.00

24200.00

8%

+ 1800.00

CREW TEAM

~o-

10550.00

100%

+ 10550.00

WATER SKI TEAM

-0-

5~26.00

100%

22428.00

30000.00

33.79%

+7572.. 00

274270.00

30.0,000.00

9%

+25730.00

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ASSOC.
SOUTH ORLANDO CTR - SGA
BREY ARD CTR - SGA

-0-

~

I

FUTURE NEWSPAPER
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS

+5626.00 !

ASSOC. OF MINO~ITY STUDENTS

-0-

10300.00

- 100%

+ 10300.00

STUl~ENT

3214.00

8000.00

149%

+4786.00

MUSIC DEPT.

13835.00

~0355.00

191.7%

+26520.QO

ORIENTATION

12815.00

38195.'00

198%

RECREATIONAL SERVICES

78158.00

79998.00

.2%

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

136783.00

l 72721.00

26%

+35938.00

VILLAGE CENTER

203908.00

301408.00

41.8%

+97500.00

MINORITr

SERVICES

+25380.00 .
+ 1840.00.

..

THEATRE DEPT.

9195.00

-0-

(-100%)

-9150.00

WFfU-FM RADIO

f6675.00

14745.00

(-11.6 % )

-1930.00

NOTE: Ski Team received funds last
year which is included in Rec.
Services ($650000 ) Crew Team
receiv-ed 4000 00 which was
allocated & expended as a part ·
of the Student Government
Budget.

NOTE: $8,000 for RES CTRS
was allocated as part of SG
Budget, is shown here
not included in SG budget,
but shown tinder the
Resident Centers it was
eventually awarded to.

INTEREST & SINKING
RESERVE .
TRAFFIC & PARKING

135000.00
30000.00
15000.00

. Figures received from
Student Govemm~nt Account~nt

Bulletin Board.
0-team looks
for meinbers

1 \-\E.Atl..t> A~uT ~

-

··.KD's to auction
!m embers as $,_aves
Kappa Delta sorority will be sponsoring a slave auction on the VC Green
April 11 at 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. For more:
information, contact Jennifer Greer at
275-4731.

Legislators to speak
at economic meeting
Congressman Jack Kemp, whose
work in tax reduction legislation has
won him considerable support on Capitol Hill, will speak to the Economics
Club of Orlando at 8 p.m. April 7.
The New York Republican is serving
his fifth term in the House of Represen- _
_tatives following a 95 % plurality in a
home district where less than half of
the registered voters are Republicans.
- ~el!!P ~lso will be remembered as

'

(

\:

(

/

captain and quarterback of the Buffalo
Bills and for his election as most
valuable player in the_ American
Football League. His economic views
have been featured in leading U.S.
Pl!blications and aboard in the London
Times, on the BBC, and on German
Australian and Canadian networks. '
For reservations to the April 7 dinner, call Dr. Robert Hicks, president of ·
the Economic's Club of Orlando, at
275-2870.

Biology professor
named academy head ,
Biology professor Dr. Harvey A.
Miller was elected president of the
Florida Academy of Sciences at its an-

QUJ!l M.i!!~l:i_.fDeetipg on t~_ c~mpus_of
Florida International University in
Miami.
Miller is a former editor (1972-77) of
the Florida Scientist, and was
previously executive secretary of the
Academy. In 1978 he was made a
Fellow of the Distinguished Linnean
Society in London. His area of
academic expertise is biogeography
and tropical plants.
He is the first facultv member from
UCF to serve as p~esfden-t of- the
.Academy.
Dr. Miller recently was named one
of the first research associates for the
John Young Museum and Planetarium,
and serves on the Board of Directors of
the Central Florida Chapter ~f the Ex. plorers Club of New York. He is listed

in the "World Who's Who in Science
from Antiquity to the Present",
"Who's Who. in the ·south and-Southwest" and "American Men and
Women in Science."

Tutoring offered
to VA students
The Veteran's Office offers a
tutoring service for VA st_udents who
need help with their classes. Each VA
students has $69 alloted to him for a
tut9r.
The Veteran's Office needs tutors in
accounting, biology, chemistry and
hard scienq.es. Tutors can earn $4 per
hour and should call Veterans Affairs
at 275-2707 if they are interested.

~

.

TAXI
~

; $\GM': Wl-lEQ.E A.lE ALL \\\ME
''MEtHA SUPERSTAR,, GROUP\£':>

HE)' BABY/ WHAl'S YOUR

The Office of Student Organizations
and Orientation is looking for students
to serve on the 1979 Orientation Team ...
Applicatfons are.due by April 12 and
can be picked· up in VC 134. If you
·have any questions, call Jimmie Ferrell
·at 275-2766.

~
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STUDY SMART

387 W. Broadway

'GOLDENROD,
AUTO BODY

365~5621

275-9483

Hourly-•,4 day-lh day-aJI day

..U~IVERSITY CAB ·

and weekly rates

SERVINGTHE-UCF
CAMPUS AREA.

"The little shop that's~
- big on quality"

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
ADM. 124

.

DAVIDE. SMITH.,.....__._---.
.,, OWNER

We'll work around your
class schedule!

e 215-2314

15AatAlom&
AREA
" / ...,,,.1"11..~l'l.

_~78-25~'.7iii-~
_ _llliiii_ _ _

marketplace

WE'VE BUSTED

for sale
PLYMOUTH FURY II Good Condition, 4 dr., Power
steering/Brakes small VB, $425. 275-8542.
Alta Saxophone for -sale. Includes $35 selmer
mouthpiece, reeds, case, cleaning attachments,
Excellent condition. Call Radio Shack, 423-1771,
·E. Michigan Ave.
2 lakefront lots each 90 X 100. Underground
utilities, street light, curbs, zoned RIA. $6000
each. Building plot plans available. 300 Blk
Crystal Ave. George Edison Agency, Inc. (owners)
REALTOR 849-0333.
1 Manual Olivetti Linea, 98 Typewriter 18"
Carriage, Elite type, almost new, $50. Call 2755820.
.

THE MARKET
WIDE
·<.OPEN
· and -

-'.tj.now we can-'I _

-k-

----~~/ k~~d~m~::
We~ve got 20 dealers maki_.g

. s·so to SI 00 a day a morel
·

; 1Wl'll lel rou talk 11 lhemJ

. "8,~re 11tln tH1r O.n aiurs·.- ....1en111 pr1ctlc111•11r11nci In

_. ...,.IUll. ilHllllillll....lerlllhll. ICCOUlllnl an• FllEEDOMlll .

<IF 1eu IEED MOIEY llD EXPERIEICf
.Clll (305) 644·4121
•• EITERPRISES. Inc.
"lhll
1a11n111
OIDlrlURllY"

Congratulations ZETA's and .thanks for a super
year- Ya'll are #1! Zeta Love, Deanna.
The Sister of Kappa Delta congratulate ZTA'S for·
their achievement as best Sorority.
Roommate wanted-share 3 bdrm, 2 bath house.
$1~0 & util. call Jim 678-4524.
·

help wanted .
Students earn up to $50/100/day full or part-tim~.
Set your own hours.- Call Mr. Graham at 644-4121,

for rent

\~~

<r·

·personal
Passengers wanted to share car from New Smyr·
na-Edgewater area to UCF, Mon. Tues. Wed & Fri.
Leave 7:30 a.m. returf! 3:00 p.m. Call Arlene (904)
427-6898 after 6:00 p.m.

Room for rent, 2 miles from UCF M/F. Call 273- JOURNALISTS!!! ·Weary of inverted pyramids?·
FREEBIRD MAGAZINE Is looking for talented,
2212 after 3.
creative journalists interested in expanding their
abilities. We're not looking for years of experience • just an ability to write. Call Max Ertdletian,
Used IBM Selectric.Typewriter. Call Flora Pinder editor at 322-4238 or leave a message at 645ra.t.21.s._2_3_6_1._(d..
ay._s..,Jo.r..,85ii.i9-09~;.;.7;.0~(P,;·m~.J:__ _..J 1051 •
•
FREEBIRD MAGAZINE needs .advertising staff
$300-$400 part time very possible - maybe more,
.
'
Horses Boarded, full or partial care, UCF area, ex- p/month. You set your hours. Must be able to do
layouts and write copy. Creative position. Ecellent
cellent facllltles. Reasoqable rates 896-8234.
TYPIST: 4 Y~· exp. with UCF's procedures. experience. Call Jeff lemon, advertising diredor
Knowledgeable 1n all dins of work. IBM Correcting at 323-3891 or leave message at 645-1051.
Sel~ctric:-c»nly 1st class work. Paper supplied. SUMMER WORK • Positions' open for students in
Susie Weiss. 647-4451after2.
terested in gaining marketing & mgt. experience
earning up to $3,000! For info. write summer
Improve your grades! Send $1.00 for your 256- work, suite 1401· Willow Berid Way, Tallahassee,
page, mail order catalog of Collegiate Research. Fla. 32301. Include-a Major, GPA, phone number:
10,250 topics listed. Prompt Delivery. Box
25907-B, Los A~geles 90025 (2131 477-8226. Representatives wanted for promotion of inter- .
national b_us lines in Europe and and Asia. ExABORTION SERVICES, birth control information peditions in Africa and South America. Camping
pregnancy tests and counseling, VD screening' tours, educational tours. Almost any travel
low-cost, confidential senices.
' arrangement organized. Magic Bus, Damrak 87,
Central Florida Women's
Amsterdam, Holland.
Health Organizaton
Male
counselers for summer camp - sponsored by
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
Cen. Fla. YMCA's Camp WeWa. Contad Jim
898-0921
O'Brian at 896-9220.
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS: Abortion senices; low
cost birth control. Privacy, confidentiality guaran- S800 MONTHLY possible stuffing and addressing
teed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia envelopes & clipping newspaper items. Send
Ave. AHilable by phone 24 hrs. a day: 422-0606; stamped envelope plus 25¢ for details to Con-I
or toll free 1 (8001432-8517.
tinental ·Z Box 14702, Orlando, Fl 32807.

1----------------'
wanted .
services

.

Fund raising opportunity for your organization Ea
•
1
$50% profit. No investment required. Send $1.00 ve~Y extra income. $500/1,000 -~~uf!ing _enfor sample and order forms irafa +a• Dr~uaua opes. Rush self-addressed ~~~ ..~u envelope
7&i3 Kiiiian, Ori!~u, FL
...... ..... • "'""""' for free detai~s to Karen'~ Siijiirior Sales, 9114 S.
Den~~:- A:;e., Los Angeles, CA 90047.

I
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Zeta Tau Alpha takes top seat
at ·first·Panhellinic banquet

No, it's not Avon . . .
·

The students worked from two
· h
ll"
to three ho.urs each i:ug t ca I~g
the alumm, and Glickman said
they did a good job of collecting
funds.

He 11 0 ?
UCF students raised more than
$6,446 when the un~versity alumni
association sponsored a phone-a~thon
April 1-5. This amount is more than
four times that raised by solicitors last
year, according to Mark Glickman,
coordinator of alumni relations.
The students . called all alumni in
Orange and seminole counties and
asked them for donations to the university. Eight student organizations competed for prizes based on who raised
the most money and the most pledges.

"If I didn't accomplish anything else . during the year, I
Zeta Tau Alpha took first place in the three top awards ofthink Greek women have learned to work better together
fered to Grek women in the first annual Panhellinic
during the past year," said Harris. "A strong Panhellinic
banquet, which was held March 29 at the Howard Johnson's
system will help to make a stronger university because the
by I-4.
students will work together for the school."
The sorority won Panhellini~'s 1978 Leadership Award
Harris said the Panhellinic banquet is evidence of
and Sorority of the Year. Cynthia Harris, former Panhellinic
P~nhellinic's strength and said she hopes the council will
President and ZTA's candidate for Greek Woman, won
continue to hold the event.
Greek Woman of the Year. . ·
The following new officers for the Panhellinic Council
Tyes sorority won first place in every intramural sport ex- _
were also installed at the banquet: Kay Pickering, president;
cept football, in which Kappa Delta took first. Tyes also won
Terri Heinl, vice president; Eebie Hampton, secretary; Kim
the Service Award for being the sorority which devoted the
Albritton, treasurer; and Kathi Chris.toff, rush chairman.
most work-foward philanthropic, community and university
Guest speaker for the banquet was Toni Jennings, the
projects.
youngest woman to be elected to the Florida House of
Happy Deas, a computer science major in Tyes was named
: Representatives.
Sorority Sportswoman of the Year and received the Individual Panhellinic Scholarship Award for having the
highest grade point average of all Greek women:
Carol Gardner, who is also a member of Tyes, won the
1978 Greek Sister award for being the girl who best portrays ·
.the spirit of Panhellenic sisterhood.
Alpha Chi Omega was chosen the Most Improved Sorority .
over the past year, and Delta Delta Delta was given the
Member of the Future staff's editorial board will interview
Sorority Scholarship Award for the fourth time in the past
candidates running for student body presidential and vice
five years.
.
·
presidential seats April 9 on the Villag~ Center Green from
· Although the Interfraternity Council began their banquet
11 a.m. - l p.m.
.
tradition last year, the Panhellenic Council has not been
on
these
interviews,
the
staff
will
make
its
endorBased
strong enough in the past to hold a banquet.
sements of candidates for these elections, which will run in
the April 13 issue. ·
The editorial board conduc~s these interview sessions with
the candidates every year, but thfs i.s the first year the forum
has b.een open to the public. The Future staff wanted the
G~od
students to be able to hear each of the candidates speak on
campus issues so they could formulate their own opinions of
them.
The United Campus Ministry team will offer a time of
Each interview will last approximately 15 minutes. Canmeditation, reflection arid pn~yer · in the Student
didates for the presidential seat wi11 be interviewed first and
Organization Lounge from 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. April 1·3 (Good
then competitors for the vice presidency will be questioned.
Friday).
At press time, the following candidates in the presidential
Instead ·of the usual traffic in the student organization ofrace were to 'be interviewed by the staff: Armando Payas,
fices, quiet music, readings and devotional material will be
Mike Scanlon, Jim Soukup, and John Stov.ers. In the vice
offered. The room will be open to any student who wishes to
presidential contest, James Blount, Mark Callahan and Alex
meditate Good Friday according to UCM officials.
Grist will be questioned.

Students may watch
candidate.s interviews

UCF campus mi·nistry offers
Friday .
quiet hours for

Elect

MIKE

SCANLON

&

ALEX
GRIST
• No parking pla~es •... ·
parking fines.

No

• Briog back ''Forgiveness Policy''
•Published-faculty evaluations.
• ''Turn on ·the fountain ...
Turn off the sprinklers.''
-

''Not Insane''

-
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Technical depa.r tments nam. ~ n~w heads
Mattson says
chemistry
revised often

Wanielista .
picked.to lea·d .
civil engineers

by Gwynne Chastain ·
staff writer .

.

..

Dr. Guy C. Mattson, who occupieq a
key · role in development of t~e
graduate program . in industrial
chemistry at UCF; has been appointed
chairman of the . department of
chemistry at the university.
Mattson said he believes his department
serves
other
departments
because it offers courses people in
·Martin P. W anielista
various areas of study need . "The
New chairman
number of students. is constantly undergoing change," he said, "We try to
Civil Engineering
keep an eye on courses to see what the
people
need
to
further
their
Through Lake Eola project the. depareducation."
tment is developing technology that
The sandy haired professor said the
can remove pollutants from storm
department offers what he believes to
water.
be the best Bachelor of Science
According to Wanielista, Orange
program in th'e state .for chemistry
·county has about I I 00 named la~es.
students. The program is accredited by
Runoff from rain into the cities ditches
the American Chemical Society, acand pipes . is a source of lake ~ater
cording to Mattson. "One strong, unpollution. The environmentali.s t and his
common feature of the prograrr:i is t~e
department work closely with the
requirement for undergraduates to do
community to find methods of · research projects. I think it is imporcleaning the water.
tant," he said, adding that this
Another prog'r am involving his
requirement sets UCF chemistry
department is the Iron Bridge
majors apart from other schools.
Wastewater
Treatment
Plant.
The masters program is also unique
Wanielista said the plant spent $50 . because it is specifically oriented
mill ion on pollution control as opposed
toward industrial chemistry rather
to the $65 million it wo'u ld have spent
than towards academics, Mattson said.
by not consulting the department.
"Right now I am working on inTwo other areas of concern in which
creasing the size of the masters
Wanielista is involved are air pollution
program," . he said. "Specifically, I
in relation to automobiles and power
, would like to get more financial support from industry graduate students." .
With this in mind, Mattson invited
Wanielista, page 7

s~'1~\

@ab.f!.£.'N~

~"12~

I

They couldn't
have celebrated happier '
J
anniversaries if they
were married to
each othe,r.
.

~cl:tJ$1ve!
Ellen

Burstyn

. Alan

t\lda

'•~ame'lime,

<Next G\fru·"

-

Introduced by L.J.R. Committee

on 2nd reading ~o be considered on April S, 1979·

, · Bill 11-58

Introduced by Ron Jakubisin

A bill allocating $.I,189.74 to the U.C.F. Amateur Radio Club for the purchase of .a Satellite Com- ''
munication System.

Quality Caie'
Family ~lannin.g

~OC.

· ·

I

Bill 11-40.
Introduced by Hon Jalrubisin
A bill allocating $250 from the senate working fund in order to estabish a Rick Farley Scholarship
Fund.
Bill 11-60
Introduced by Jim Blount ,
A bi1l allocating $285· from the senate working fund for the purpose of sending 7 people from the ~
orientation t~am to a Southern Regional Workshop.
Bill 11-63
Introduced by Melissa Hamrick
A bill allocating $180 to the U.C.F. Marketing Club to pay for travel expenses to a national conven- .
tion in Arlington, Virginia.
·

Meas~s

. .

Mattson, page ~

Me~ting of_ ~~ch 29, 1979

Resolution 11-15
A reso]ution establishing the senate rules of procedur:e.

f(h8

representatives from l 0 chemical
companies -to visit · the ciepartment
during the winter break. The purpose
was to give the representatives an op- · .
portunity to review the curriculum,
what each course accomplished, and
obtain feedback on their suggestions
and impressions of the program.
' According to Mattson, one basic
problem with teaching industrial
chemistry is the lack of teaching
material available in the field. He said
that sales of his book, which · he coauthored with Dr. Chris A. Clausen;
have exceeded his expectations.
Mattson showed concern that many
people are unfamiliar with the field of
chemistry -- what a career entails,
what a chemist does or can do -- and
the fact that young people don't have a
chance to interact with chemists.
"Once a person has the basic
technical training, there are many op-

SENATE ACTION

PLITI Southern Theatres Reduced Admission
j
Tickets Available for $1.75
SAVE Sl.75
;
at the Student Government Office Room 217 ·
·

Guy C. Mattson
Chairman, chemistry.department

Clime

@Jinic

ABORTION SERVICES
Unexpected Prf'gnancy
Alternative Counseling ·
Free Pregnancy T<>sting

BIRTH CONTROL CLINIC
Qu'alif ied Physician Gynf'c:otogists
Individual Confidmtial Counse'ling

Phone: 628-Ui,05
2233 Lee Road, SUite 101
Winter Park
Establlahed 1973. Physlcbln Manased ·
Ortandct4'8• Cf:lamber of C~~erce
WJnter Park Chamber of Commerce

Bill 11·59
·introduced by Victor Collazo
A bill allocating $423.50 from the senate working fund for the purpose of purchasi!!g 11 benches, to
be located at various locations around campus.
Bill 11-61
mntroduced by Rob .Rotter
A bill allocatft4g S.G. Centralized Services to the Vil1age Center Game Room .
•. Bill 11-62
A .bill allocati~g ~ 1,200 for the purchase of metal lockers.

.

Introduced by Rob Rotter .

Resolution 11-16
.
A resolution supporting Senator G. Stuart and V.P. Goree in their efforts in the State Legi'slature to ,
enable prospedive lending institutions to provide financing to building firms and contractors which
wqu]d effect the expansion of residence halls on campus.
'

A SENATE SEAT IS OPEN IN THE COLLEGE OF.ENGINEERING. APPLICATIONS ARE AVAl~AB~E IN STUDENT GOVERNMENT.

SENATE MEE11NGS will be held this quarter .in the administration J.49' on thursdays at 12:00. Student input
would be appreciated.
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Alumni to award Millican scholar-ship
ni Relatons office (Adm. 350), and are
cum, Seminole CC; Eleanor Christine
scholastic achievement (3.5 overall
due by May 4 . The award will be
Klein of Ho1ly Hill, Fla., 3.85 cum,
GPA or better) to attend UCF.
presented at spring commencement.
This ·.year's scholarship recipients . Daytona Beach CC; Barbara L. Merril)
For information cal1 Mark Glickman,
of Eustis Fla., 3.9 cum, Lake-Sumter
are: John Prospero Gresh of Inveme~s,
Coordinator of Alumni Relations at
Fla, 4.0 cum, Central Flodda CC; CC;. Patricia Rose Cr-0sby of Orlan275-2233 ..
do, Fla., 3.9 cum, Valencia CC, East
Christine R. Williams of Rockledge,
The Alumni Association also recenCampus.
Fla, 3.8 cum, Brevard CC; Mary J.
tly started six scholarships to honor
~1oornfield of Casselberry, Fla., 1 . ~ ·
transfer students from six community
colleges in the counties surrounding ·
pagefi
UCF. The purpose of these wards is to
encourage community college students portunities," said Mattson. "As an emlooking for ways to separate and· use
the by-products as material for plastics
who have a record of outstanding ployee of Dow Chemical, I have
or ploymers, "finding a use for the by·developed germicides which are used
product would increase their value and·
.in soap ·and other products," he said.
possible
result could be a lower cost of
While working for Dow he had the
ethylene,"
he said.
opportunity to become heavily in·- - - - - - - - - - · f r o m page6
The new chairman said that the
volved with the Apollo Project. He also
position is not always looked upon as a ·
worked on a project in Texas which
is one of the first of its nature in the
desirable
job because one must cope
plants, and disposal of solid waste
was space-related, helping solve
United States. "In this effort, I tried to
with
tbe
bureaucracy
and many times
material. He sai~ he has worked with
problems with the service module
one
finds
himself
put
in an awkward'
develop techniques ·and procedures to
the Environment Control Agency to
there.
identify problems of taking pollutants
situation between the administration'
develop acceptable disposal and
In addition, Mattson helped develop
out of storm water before fr reaches the
collection procedures of solid waste.
a mult-million dollar management . and faculty. "The job of department
lakes," he said.
chairman," he said, "tends to cut into
Shelves lined with rows of rese.arch
project to build new facilities and furtime."
.resear.ch
manuals and literature pertaining to · "If a decision is made to degrade the
nish equipment for th_~ National Can::quality of the environment, somebody
Although the job may take time·
his field covered the wall behind his
cer Institute's scientific research.
away from research, Mattson said he
will suffer from that decision,"
desk . Among the student publications,
In another ar,ea, .Mattson said the
Wanielista said. His department and•
and Clausen have a good start on
which have- an honored place on · the
~shortage of natural ga)i caused a shortother departments and other environanother book. They are considering for
top shelf, are several books authored or
1age of the p,refer.rec;l ra,w material used
future publication a work they did 5
mentalists try to minimize the damage.
co-edited by Wanielista. "I have
to make ethylene. The~~fore chemical
years ago titled "Case Studies of InWan-ielista earned a B.S. in civil
·written five .research proposals this
companies have · switched to another
dustrial Chemistry."
quarter," said Wanielista, adding that' engineering from the University of
raw material, naptha, which is similar
an
M.S .
in
sanitary
Detroit,
Mattson added that the type ot in. all of the 13 faculty members have
to gasoline.
engineering from Manhattan College,
formation he and Clausen compiled
done research in addition to their
"Dr. Clausen, myself and several
and was awarded the Ph.D. in encan not be found in libraries. They
teaching.
students are looking for ways of invironmental engineering by Cornell
traveled
around the country, talking
titled
"Stormwater
- His ·book
creasing the ·v alue of by-products of
University.
with the people who were doing the
M~nagement, quantity and Quality"
material from which ethylene is exwork in order ·to get the information.
tracted," he said. He ·said they are
The Alumni Association offers an
annual Charles N. Millican Alumni
Scholarship. The award is made to a
UCF ·junior with an outstanding
record of scholastic achievement (at
least a 3.0 overall GPA) and involvement in service to the university
and community. The $250 scholarship·
will be applied towards tuition and
fees in the Fall Quarter of the
recipient's senior year.
Applications are now available in
the Financial Aid Office, or the Alum-

·Mat-t son--------from

Wanielista

Auto Insurance
MOTORCYCLE CENTERS .

---

1STUDENT

Comp_are Our Services

·~

li&WASAKI

,,.. Low, Low Rate
""'· Everybodys Credit Good
,,.. No Interest Charged '

.DOWN '

I

·OFFERS

LEGAL SERVICES

KZZ00 ~ $995~ $116.

KZ 650 $2249. $24~
KZ -1000 $2895. $325.
l>RLANDO 3407 W. COLONIAL

.299-9191
CASSELBERRY 998 E.'SEMORAN .
-834-1432

I

GOV'T

close & convenient· Right
across from Winter Park
Tag Office at 1207
Orange Ave. In Winter Park

Michael H. Barnes
Auto Insurance
628-5255
After Hours
293-5119

Student Government seeks to provide
• ..- - - - - - - - - - - - . st~dents at the University of Central Florida
with legal services in matters affecting the ir
Got Problems with: welfare as students. · Services provided include landlord tenant, consumer, and
·Landlords
discrimination problems. Also , noncriminal
traffic cases, divorce, conversion of properInsurance
ty, and name change transactions.
Contracts
Our program offers legal advice, conThe Police?
sultation and document drafting free of
charge to students in need of services. Call
..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.. 275-2538 or stop by V.C. 210 for more in·formation or an appointment.

GESTALT ·
GRO.wrH·GROUP
So smooth. Easy to sip. Delicious!
Comfort ~ 's unlike any other liquor.
It tastes ~ood just poured oYer ice.
That's why it makes mixed drinks
taste much better, too.

great with:
Cola• Bitter Lemon
Tonic• orange juice
Squirt... even milk
SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION. 100 PROOF l/OUEUR . ST LOUIS. MO 63 132

Asmall supporlNe group for personal wotk. .
The gestalt approach includes structure• techniques
designed to help a person •ecome more aware,
make heHer choices, and gain greater sell sufficiency. If you are interested, call and arrange
for a description ol this group process.
meetings will •e each Wednesday, 3:00 to 5:00 p.m.
D8"elopmental Center
Dorm C, Rm. 116
Phone 275-2811

Co111111ent'
ps

8
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Bus proposal
could help UCF
The thought of riding a bus to school may bring ·
to mind the days in grade school and junior high
before we had our own "wheels .." But as gas gets
more expensive and becomes harder to get at the
pumps, riding a. bus to school may become an attractive-reality for UCF students.
If enough support is ga mered for the proposed.
route to campus, and if the transit authority approves them and is able to receive federal funding
to support it...then we may have an alterna~ive to
driving to school.
There are a lot of "'Hs·;, andtnere -is yet good
reason to be pessimistic about a UCF bus route
becoming a reality. A similar plan has failed in the
past simply because of lack of support--not enough
people felt .~h~ DeedJq_gjve up their c~rs.
- There are also good reasons to be optimistic .
Many sludents, faculty and staff may be reconsidering the idea of ·commuting by car anq tb,e
thought of regular bus service does seem attrac- .
'tive. But the effectiveness of the service JOJ · ,
depend on how much it would cost: students
would be loath to pay more for riding a bus than
driving. How long would the trip take? A service
that took too much time out of one's day would not
be very popular. What kind of schedule would' the
buses run on? Late buses and inconvenient limes
would very quickly turl! off prospective ride~s.
It would be interesting to see what kind of
response the petition drive for the service brings.
· There is no question a bus route would be
beneficial. The question is: How much support
will it get and how well will it be implemented?

Glad you liked it ·.
Although response to last week's April
Foors Issue was more enthusiastic than for
any other issue this year, we can't publish
things like that too often. Part of the attraction of that issue wa.5 its freshness; repetition
would · only detract from the novelty. -But
fear not, you can look .forward to more of
the same (in one form or another) later in the
quarter and next year.

·Letter
Poliey
Letter to the editor must h(' d('li\·('r('d to th('. Future h,· 3
·p.m. on the Monda~· prior to puhlicati~u1· to h(' conside"red
fol' that issue. Lett('rs must hl'ar th(' writt>r's si~natur(> a~d
phone number. Nam('s will hl' withheld upon request. Tflt.°
Future reserves th(' ri~ht to edit lettl'rS.
Mailing address: P.O. Box 25000. Orlando. Florida 32816.
Editorial office phonl': 275-2601. Businl's.'i c~ffi<.·e phonl':

275-2865.

University of
Central Florida

'Disappointed in Omara'
Editor:
I would like to tak e this opportunity to express
my vote of · disappointment to Student Body
President Mark Omara.
Recently I was a victim of the annual now-yousee-it-now-you-don't spring concert, having
foolishly believed that, once again, we would be
provided a class concert. I am referring to the
Jerry Jeff Walker show wh)ch was slated for this
quarter o·r earl y next quarter, but at the last
minute was deemed, by Mr. Omara, to be a
"grade B concert with a little-known a rtist." Ah ,
the memories of a few years back when ballots
were distributed around school for a proposed
concert featuring the likes of Eric Clapton or
Frank ·zappa, just to name a couple, only to be
presented with the world renowned Liverpool. And who can forget only two years ago when we,
the student body, chose the band Heart from
another list of notables, but instead were presented with Orleans, a moderately popular group at
the time which has since disbanded .
These alleged concerts ; eem to be following the
path of Mr. Omara 's legal aid service; down the
yellow brick road. When do the students get a·
~h.anee to say how they would like to haye their

money spent? It seems to make little difference to'
Mr. Omara that Jerry Jeff Walker is, along with
Willi e Nelson, Kris Kristofferson, and Waylon
Jennings, one of the original "Outlaws" of country-rock music, has turned out at. least five
albums, and has written such "little known"
son gs as "Mr.
jangles." Instead, he would like
us to believe we will be seeing a Jimmy BuffettCha rlie Daniels show this summer and in the TBowl no less! Gee, Mark , maybe you could personally check ·into getting the Rolling Stones, or
better yet, the Beatles, as an opening act. After
a,11 , John, Paul, George and Ringo haven't worked.
,for years. They'd probably jump at the cha~ce. ·.
1, tor one, applaud the Village Centers efforts
to biing some class to UCF in the way of a major
concert, and resent very rriuch the fact that one
person is allowed to act as a spokesman for the
entire school in this matter.
Meanwhile, perhaps, you should listen to a few
cuts from a Jerry Jeff Walker album before you
condemn his as a "little known, grade B" performer. There is on~ song in . particular on his ·
"Riding High" album that may interest you. It's
called "Pissin' in the Wind"!
Alan Denison

Bo

'Impressed by Rotte.':''s service·'

.

This pu.hlic documt>nt was promulgated at an annual <.'t>St of
'$58,.+28 or 5.4 Cl'l\ts per t•op\· to inform thl' uni\'ersity
:communih· . . Annual adn•rtisln~ ren•m1e of S26.0h0
defrayed 4+.5 perci-nt of th~ a1.1~mal <.•ost. Tht> Future is 1
fµnded through the Al'th·it~· an~ ·Se.n·i~ fC<'_a~ !ii.I~·~~~_!!~· .
"ti~~ ~t~d~~t g~>V~~nm~~t .of the Univer~it~· of Central Florida.·

Fuit1rfl

·Letters

E 2litor-in-c hi r.f

Anthony B. Toth
Busin ess Mmiag<·r

Editor:
To say the least , I was impressed by last week's
issue the' FuturP and especially with Mr. Rotter's
concC'rn for the SC'nsitive · are.as of the student
bodv.
Rottpr's editorial showed insight and courage
not found in thP avC'rag<' student senator. I. for
onl', fc•('I that this outstanding st'nator should be

Editorial Staff
Brian l.al'<'ll'/'. F.11/1'rfai11m<'11/ F.dit or, A1111 Ra rry. Sports: Si t'!"<' William .~. l'h oto Chie f, Carol :\mold. N('(J/
l3 r11et'll . C tcy1111 r' Cha stai11. f)ar1 ; /)1111/11p. [)<'<1111' Jordan .
Drll"r' .'\1 itdwll. j oli11 .\ fo ody . .\fary \\'i/.wm .

Debra L. Schwab
Business Staff
Ma na ging Editor

Deanna M. Gugel

/)aria Sco / 1'.~. :\d r r ·rt i.~ i11 g Ma11flgf'r: /Jd1m Sd11r11/1.
l'r111/11di1111. .\(,,11111!.tT: Ti111 01hy Hi rd. j11n 11wly11
frl'( fl'l"ick. \\'il/iam C 11 1111 1111. \\'. Sn iff Hid111rdsm1.
/ r1111 T ralwl .

commended for his efforts in ~~nsitive areas. I am
pleased that th e Senate has officially commended
him. It is obvious that the reason this senator is so·
outstanding is his many, many years of experience..
(six or seven at this institution alone, I believe,,
·
not t0 mention his other institutions). .
In closing, Rob, why not run for president?
Brue<' Simmons
.

.

Tiii' F11t1m• is 1111'1/ishr•d 1rr·d.:/y. (111/. wi11/ r· r. and
-'/Iring. <111</ hiin ·r'i.;/y in th l' s111111nr'f al 1/,,. l 'ni n·rsity 11(
Cr·11/m/ Flndc/11 h11 Tn ·1·11 r C11 /l u111m . It i.s 1rrifl1•n 11111/
l'clirn/ 1111 s/11clr ·11/ s 11( lh 1· 1111 irr·r.sil11 11 ·ith o(f frr•s i11 till'
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Arab Students should give·peace a ·chance
.

.

-

Editor:
Here we go again! The first day of classes and in front of the Village Center there
was assembled what appeared to be a sixth-grade poster art class proudly
displaying their cute creations. Bul they weren't cute. It was a demonstration
agairist peace! Demonstrations against war I can understand; but against peace? It
boggles the mind.
..
They were Arab students, all lined up in a row- looking like the old Burma Shave
signs we used to see along the highway-each holding a poster which, in one way or
another, criticized the Mid-E_a st peace settlement.
The Palestinians have been betrayed they said. Therefore, there must be ~ar-not
peace. They couldn't even wait until the ink was dry before the Arab students
called the treaty a "conspiracy" against ~he Palestinians.
The past thirty years should have demonstrated that war has not and will not
solve the problem. Why not give peace at least a chance?
If the Palestinians are your "brothers" are the Egyptians any less so? Are they no
longer Arabs? Does nqt an Egyptian mother have the right to raise her child

Shouldn't
·have to pay
for ticket
Editor:
A. few weeks ago, I received a letter
from the University Police Department
·informing me that my gr.ades would be
delayed and I would not be permitted
to register for the next quarter, if I did ·
not pay a $14 fine. Up until this
.. moment, I did not know that I even
had a ticket with the University Police
Department! It seems that my former
husband, had parked in a wheelchair
space. As a foreigner, he did not realize
that the envelope on the windshield
was a ticket--he thought it was for a
contribution of some sort.
I did not feel I ·s hould have to pay for
this ticket, so I made an appointment
to see Sgt .. Smith at the University
Police Department. Smith said he

.

..

-

without the fear of losing him in a war? Does not an Egyptian father h~ve the
right to give his family _ decent life? Peace is Egypt's only hope for prosperity.
Sadat has not betrayed the Palestinians he has lived up to his responsibilities to his
thirty million countrymen.
The blame for the Palestinian problem is almost always placed tot~lly on Israel.
Yet, the Palestinians living ·under Israeli control enjoy a far better life, in aH
respects, than those living in squalid refuge~ camps under Arab control.
Why don't the Arab students protest against the horrible conditions under which
Arab countries force them to live? With all that oil money it would seem that you
could at least treat your "brothers" as well as the Israelis thr~at their "enemies".
I grow weary of my country's "guests" using my home for a platform for advocating revolution and war. Having seen war face-to-face, I never want to again.
As I look at my son, rapidly approaching draft age, and the young American
'students around me, my weariness turns to rage.
Your continual demonstrations do their part to create conditions which greatly
increase the possibility of war-a Vl.'.ar which my son and fellow students may very
well have to fight.
Send the money you spend on poster board and parade permits to a Palestinian
child. (I have). Give a little boy a teddy bear to cuddle. Take away the sub-machine
gun that animal Arafat gives him. Give peace a chance? All you have to lose is a
. little time~-or your honor.
·
.
Tom MacLean

a

""

.'Loving' has more value
than 'Killing People'
would tak~ off the $4 late charge, but
that I must pay the $10 fine . He said he
wanted to do what was "fair" and
"just". Meanwhile, I noticed several
pictures in his office of him (Sgt. Smith)
shaking hands with Richard Nixon. I
thought this was rather ironic, that as
a friend of Richard Nixon's , he would
agree to Nixon's full pardon, but that I,
innocent, (and broke), should have to
p·ay thishigh fine!
Angela Woodhull

Editor:
This letter is in reference to the article, "Wyatt: Death becomes .integral part of
daily life", published in the Future Match 30. While Wyatt is certainly entitled to
his opinion, I dislike it when he says, "he found death to be the center of ALL of
us~ what we do ancf wnaf we say." Personally, I am most fascinated by life.
Especially the kind that has enchanting eyes and affectionat~ lips. Wyatt also
called death an "unquestionable motivational force." In many instances love was
a much stronger motivational force than death. Wyatt goes on to say that "all
religious str.uctures direct themselves to dying; what will happen after we die; and
how we can avoid dying." While religions may have to answer such questions, a
few at least direct the'ir main attention to the art of living a harmonious life. As a
final point, teaching a course entitled "Loving People" would seem to be of a
much more value to society than one entitled "Killing people".
Wayne Buckholdt ,

WED.APR. 18

TWO- WHEEL
SHOW

9AM~SPM

VILLAGE CENTER GREEN
DON'T MISS IT !

Participants
Colonialtown Schwinn Cyclery
Dick Farmer's Harley Davidson
Honda of Orange County
·R.C. Hills Motorcycles

Sponsored by the
Future Newspaper

•
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· soUKUPINTRODUCED
ORGANIZATIONS

LEGISLATION THAT
PROVIDED FUNl)S FOR:
* Thumb publieation (for commuter students)
·
* Dental health program
* Raquetball fences
* Election machines

SOUKUP SUPPORTEI)
·LEGISLATION THAT:
* Provided fund for a peer counseling seminar

..

* President pro-tem of the 11th student senate
*· Member of the

*
*
*
*

WFTU·FM board of directors
Representative to the interfraternity council
Member of the activity and service fee comm.
Congressional intern for Lou Frey in Washington
Member of Lamba Chi Alpha Fraternity

SOUKUP
SPONSORED RESOLUTIONS:

* Provided funds for purchase of six new typewriters
* Provided funds for 3 (new) bike racks

*To establish an exercise trail at UCF
* Concerning alternative food services for students
* Supporting residence hall expansion

SOUKUP
INTRODUCED RESOLUTION THAT:

SOUKUP INTRODUCED
LEGISLATION THAT REVISED:

· ·• Recognized a student
government assocation at South
Orlando Center

* Recall statutes
* Election statutes
* Legislative statutes

*
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WHAT TA~TES BETTER
WITH PIZZA THAN MA'fBE
~ANYTHING ELSE IN THE
ENTIRE, I SAID,

· ENTIRE WORLD?

KING OF BEERS®• !l\NHE\JSER-BUSCH. INC. • ST. LOUIS
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Bus·service---------from

page

"We never had more th~n 10 to 15
authority needs a formal request
.students ride that bus," said Qr. . 1 before they consider a bus line and
iGeorge Schrader, former director of
"this petition is our formal approach."
Jthe UCF Transportation Institute. "We -,
Dwight Maddox, the authority's
.even attempted to attract students by_L pla11ning director said the success of a
!making the bus ride a credit course
bus proposal depends ·o n the amount of
'. w ith piped in music as part of . the
fund and equipment available for a·
curric·1lum." Schrader doubts the I new route. Revenue for operation
I student will utilize a bus route if he has.
usually comes "partially from fares .
I COnVerlient ~CCeSS tO a Car.
and partially from private insitutiOilS
Convenient access. to transportation·. or local government."
is a major concern of Dr. Leroy Uoyd
Aocor~ing to the April 4th ~ssue of
the Sentinel Star funds are particularly
as coordinator of minority scholarships and recru.i tment. According to ~ limited this year because of a union
L1oyd, "a large number of minority
dispute which has helo up a $568,000
students don't own cars and find it
federal grant. The . federal grant
very diffic~lt t9 get to campus. This / provides half the authority's budget.
hinders our ability to attract more/
Without the money the authority will
minority students/
run out of operating funds by May.
~titm-dnve is not a univer~ity
Maddox speculates that some. sort of
initiat~d effort .but part of a com-,
subsidy will be necessary before the
munily drive under Auffant as a legal
authority can provide .a new route. "A
representativ~ of the poor. Auffant
lot depends on the extent of service and
emphasizes the need of lower income
number of buses which are propos{'.d,"
families in East Orange County who
Maddox added. According to Camfield
~·c~I:!!l~t_ ge.t _!!;:i.nsport~~ion. to downthe propos~l~ will be more def_inite
town Orlando and Winter :Park where
.once t~e petitions are collected and "we
the courth~use and food stamp
know where demand lie~." They will
distribution centers are located." Acdetermine this need by the addresses on
cording to Auffant· the · transit
eacli of the petitions.

I
f

!

Christian Student Association
·

·

by people who have discussed us but
have not talked with us."
.
In reference to the negqtive input the
UCM has received from pastors and
concerned parents, Carr said · his
congregation is comprised of good,
sharp people and that he could
. pro.duce many positive statements
about the church.
Contrary to accusations, Carr emphasizes Jhe Church of Christ does not
tell its members who to date and does

from page 1

not make their members sell their
property and give the money to the
church.
"We do not make people do
anything," he said. "It's totally · and
absolutely a lie that people have to sell
their property to join the church. That
rumoF is totally unfounded."
Car.r said that his organizations have
acted in accordance with the law and
that he complied with the university
regulations as well as he knew how.

UCF BUs Petition
I, the undersigned,' (stiident - faculty - staff) of the University of Central Florida, do petition the Orange, Seminole,
Osceola Transit Authority to provide buse service to the
univeristy.

NAME:
ADDRESS:------~--------------------

SIGNATURE:--------------------------....
Please return to Student Government offices, v ·illage Center
216.

Third annual alumni me~ting
to feat~re Polynesian theme
All UCF alumni, facultv, staff ~nd friends of the university may attend the third
annual meeting of the UCF Alumni Association, June 9 at 6:30 p.m. af Sea Worlds's
·Polynesian Terrace. .
The meeting will include a Polynesian luau and a one-hour show starting at 7:30
p .rn . A cash bar also will be available.
The purpose of this event is to summarize the year's activities and accomplishments for the Alumni·Association membership , presently the newly elected Alumni
Council, and to honor those who have assisted the association dl.lring the past year.
President Trevor Colbourn will present the first Distinguished Alumnus award.
The menu for the luau will offer Mandarin fruit salad, bay shrimp salad,
Polynesian vegetable salad, sweet and sour pork, almond chicken, fried ric~, fresh
baked pineapple, dinner rolls and butter, key lime pie, Hawaiian Pu~ch, and cof:
fee .
Tickets are $12.50 per person and no tickets will be sold at the door. Reservations must be made by June 4. For more information, call 275-2233:

Reinforce your college degree and get a better start through Army ROTC. Get
management training. Self-discipline. A sense of confidence. Earn the extra credentials
that will set you apart as a responsible achiever. You'll also recejve $250C ,,ver your
last two·years in the Advanced ROTC Program . Whether your. career plans are civilian
or military, Army ROTC provides opportunities for both - active duty. with a starting
salary of over $11,300, or reserve service while employed in the civilian community.
Get started for life after college . Get started in Army ROTC .

CALL: ·.
275-2430

ARMY.ROTC.
Get started in Army ROTC
through Basic Camp at Fort
Knox, Kentucky, this summer.
You 'll get $500 for attending
a challenging six-week camp.
If your performance is
exceptional, you just may
qualify for a two-year scholarship as you enter the
Advanced Proqram.

H
EARLY
START.

If you are a veteran or a
Junior ROTC graduate, then
you started early - probably
without realizing it. That early
start makes you automatically
eligible to enter the Advanced
Program.

CALL:
275-2430

ARMY ROTC.

TH

lllllPlE
RT.

Start Army°ROTC during
your freshman or sophomore
year with no military obligation. You'll find a number of
ways to get started in a
curriculum that's exciting,
and flexible enough to. meet
your class schedule and
academic needs .
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Going

It takes a special breed of man to go for a world's record
and Tom Knight is_one of them. His ~ask: to stay under
water for 24 hours -- upside down. He sank into the tank
outside the cafeteria (above) at about noon Tuesday and stayed
.there for the most part until noqn Wednesday. He·took a few
five-minute breaks· during the stretch. Tom emerged to a waitillg
crowd (bottom, right) which included local TV coverage. The
marathon dive was sponsored by Tom's fraternity, Lambda
Chi Alpha , to raise money for their scholarship fund.-The tank
and equipment were supplied by Jim. Hollis' Scuba World.

·P hotos by
_Steve Williams

Sights and Sounds

14
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'Being a person' guitarist's goal
by Don Gilliland
freelance writer

Pat Metheny sat back in his chair,
calm and relaxed, as a microphone
w.as pushed l?efore him for a radio in- .
terview .
"I feel like I'm in a barber chair,"
joked Metheny, the 24 year-old jazz
guitarist of his own Pat Metheny
Group, which performed on the
Village Center Green Monday afternoon .
The engi~eer caped for. a sound
check and Metheny playfully responded, "Hello, 1, 2, 3, Earth calling
booth!"
Once the intervie~ started, Metheny
gave the impression of a person who
very much knows what he's doing. The
LP he recorded with his group last year
(simply titled "The Pat Metheny
Group) met with phenomenal critical
,and commercial success in jazz circles.
It has now been on Billboard magazine' s jazz album charts for about 40
straight weeks. Said Metheny, "I was
very surprised With the SUC'<'P<;S of the
group LP. It's not a real commercial
album, but it's selling very well..
.
"BEING A BIG ARTIST, making
hits, I'm not 'really into that at all,"
Metheny said later at another interview in.the VC. "To me, it's not being
an artist, it's not being a star, it's being
a person."
Metheny, keyboardists Lyle Mays,
bassist. Mark Egan and drummer/percussionist Dan Gottlieb comprise the
group, which, after forming in 1977,
'recorded their debut album in Oslo for ·
ECM records. "They were · my first
three choices," said Metheny of the
band. "I called 'em up and said, 'I just
bough a van, let's hit the road!"
Metheny himse'tf recorded tw<? solo ·
albums on ECM before forming the
group. He released "Bright Size Life"
in 1976 (with Jaco Pastorius, now of
Weather Report, on bass) and "Watercolors" in 1977. "Watercolors" was
also recorded in Oslo and incorporated
Gottlieb and Mays among others.
Born in Lee's Summit, Missouri,
Metheny learned to play guitar at 14.
"I started playing trumpet, first, at
nine," he said, '.'but I was· more into
playing.baseball and throwing rocks at
girls. l'm from a pretty musical family.
My grandfather on my mother's side
was a professional musician and my·
fl'.lther and older brother both play
trumpet."
Unlike most of his peers, who played
mainly in rock bands, Metheny chose
the jazz route. Why?
"I don't know ex.a ctly," he respond~
ed. "I have many reasons, none of
them which are that important. It
seemed like the natural thing to do. I
heard the Beach Boys and the Beatles
like everyone else so I was into rock

.,

The Pat Metheny Group:Dan Gottlieb, Mark Egan, Lyle Mays and Metheny.

0

and roll too, but no't as intently as I
played jazz. I was into jazz pretty
heavily."
Metheny's career began its fast
climb when he met Gary Burtdn at the
Wichita Jazz Festival in 1973. Burton,
impressed yvi~h Metheny's fine guitar
playing, invited him to teach at the
Berklee College of Music -in Boston
where Burton was also on the faculty.

'Being a big artist, making
hits, I'm not really into that
at all. It's not being an artist, it's not being a star, it's
being a person.'
At the age of 19 Metheny thus became
the youngest intructor in the history of
the college.
·
"I accepted it," recalled Metheny,
"hoping he'd invite me to join the
band, which he did.;, Metheny taught
for about a year and a half ("It was
more like an artist-in-residence thing")
and played with Burton until 1977
when he formed his present group.
"Everybody I meet has an impact on
.my music," reflected Metheny. "We
play oyer 300 concerts a year, usually.
We spend·most of our lives on the road,
which is cool; we like it. No one in the
band is married, so it's just the right
time for . everyone. We probably
couldn't do it if we were two years
older. We're on tour ALWAYS! It
sounds gru_eling to most people, but it's
fun. You can watch the music grow
from night to night.
"To me, the end result, is that you've
got to play for the people. Play that
night. I don't think what we're doing .
right now is the beginning to some end.
Each night is it!

_,· "The one today was maybe one of
the most unusual concerts we've ever
done. We play all over the place,
world-wide and people are familiar
with our music, the concerts are,
sellouts. But it was kinda nice today.
We just played our songs. It was an
easy-going kind of mood and ~e
played that way, everybody was
relaxed, loose. It's really nice to play
this kind of concert. This was so
mellow. It was great."
Metheny's mind drifted briefly to
plans he and the band had for that
evening. "We're · going to Disney
World," he said, smiling. "I love it out
there. I've been out there four times
before.
The subject then went to disco. "It's
a drag, man," said Metheny. "It was
all right at first, ,but now it's just this
thump shit. I don't understand it at all.
"If I have to, I can rock out with the
best of them. To me, though, there's
-this huge void, which is most of what r
focus on.
"My stuff tends to be open sounding,
spacious. I feel very fortunate that I
was brought up the way I was. I
realized there was no future in being
another We Montgomery, so I had to
define my own style. The changes in
my music have obviously b~en {n
maturity. Practicing, beyond a point,
doesn't do you much good. By
traveling, meeting people, I have more
to draw from and incorporate into my
music, not from practicing.
"I think our music has a very strong
sound to it, a rural sound, it's basic ·
jazz. We prefer not to be categorized,
but if someone had a gun pointed at
my head and said 'What do you play,'
I'd say jazz. It's like being in the middle of a stream, there are so many influences. I think it's true we might be

representing a new branch of improvisational jazz."
In just about a week ECM will
·release a solo Pat Mf'thenv album entitled "new Chautauque" Metheny dicl
everything on the record himselt, overdubbing some parts.
'Tm really proud of that record,"
said Metheny. "It's really country
oriented. My music has a rural, country feel and it's probably strongest on
this record. People are going to be
shocked 'cause there's a couple of out
and out country tunes. Of the four
records, it's my favorite. I don't think
it'll be as commercial as the group
record, but I've never haq any great
ambition to be a commercial success."
The album's title is something
Metheny' s 93 year-old grandfather
came up with. Chautauque;s were "a
bunch of guys that drove around the
midwest playing songs from about
18 50 to 1900," informed Metheny.
"And my grandfather said we (the
band) ·were kind of like the new
chautauque's." _
The next group album is due in September. Metheny and the band wilJ
spend about five days in July at their
studio in Oslo recording it.
In the mean'time the Pat Metheny
Group will "keep on touring." Besides
the United Stc;ites, the band will travel
to Canada, Australia, Japan, all over
Europe and to India for the Bombay ·
Jazz Festival. They'r~ also slated for
other festivals in Newport, Motreaux
and Wolf Trap.
Leaving the room in the VC after the.
interview, Metheny paus~d at the
green chalkboard and with a devilish
grin picked up a piece of chalk and
printed a message for those in his wake
to see. "Pat Was Here."

.Thompson's i:haracter spreads conflicting reports
by Brian LaPeter
entertainment editor

Hunter Thompson's appearance on campus next
week may well be the most radical experience since
Flo Kennedy flaunted her ideas last year.
Following Thompson comes rumors of his unpredictable character, his excessive drinking, his constant tardiness and his do-whatever-he-pleases attitude.
Most of these reports are confirmed but Thompson
was said to be a very popular speaker despite them.
Aaron Landworth, chairman of the studmt union
programming board at the Univrrsity of California,
Davis campus, where Thompson appeared last year,
said Thompson's sellout appearance was "really rxrellent."
He did say Thompson had a tC'ndmcv to br latc to

everything and that you had to krep an ~ye on him, or
he might get lost. One thing Landworth commented
on was Thompson's drinking habits. He said it wasn't
safe to give Thompson a drink beforr the show, explaining that he may end up incoherent.
Thompson was given three bottle's of his favorite
bourbon, Wild Turkey, which he sipped indiscretely
during his lecture. Yes, he finished every last drop of
the I iquor. "He has incredible tolerance," Landworth
·
concluded.
Reports from University of Colorado, Nrw York
University and Clark University in Massachusetts, all
of which have hosted a Thompson lC'cturr in the last
year or two, say his appearance was grPatly enjoye'd.
ThPy go on to say he was coopcrativc and in full control of his faculties.
But, all reports on Thompson wpren't so favorable•.

A letter the Village Center received from Thompson's
former booking agency (American Program Bureau,
Inc.) when Thompson was being considered last year
said several unfortunate incidents resulted in his ·
short-lived career with them .
The lettl'r spt'cifically. cited an incident at Duke
University in which Thompson arrived at the
auditorium 45 minutes late in what appeared to he
an extremely inC'briated and incapacitated condition.
It went on to say that Thompson was for the most
part incoh<'H'rlt and inaudible' from the moment lw
went on the podium. Ht' later lwgan a series of verbal
C'xchanges and abuscs with audiC'n('(' members.
No onc r('ally knows for sure• what will happ<'n
when HuntC'T Thompson appC'ars on campus on April
11 at 8 p.m. in th<• UCF Gvm. But it's dc•stinc•d to be a
unique experimcc· for all <{ncl on<' lwll of a show.

..
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Magic Pan caters
.,to crepe lovers

'Buck Rogers' takes oft
tor successful future
by Brian LaPeter
entertalnm"nt editor .

After the myriad of "Star Wars'' influenced SP,inoffs, Universal's newlyreleased movie "Buck Rogers" might
seem like a fruitless attempt to clean
UP where others have failed. Though
."this intention may be there, the attempt is far from friutless.
,
"Buck Rogers" is a light humorous.
film. The suspense and humor is blended well to make a smooth, flowing
production. Granted, it is veyy n:iuch'
similar to "Star· Wars"(similar space
vehicles, starship battles and an attractive princess),but remember Buck
Rogers was the original space h€ro,
.who entertained millions of Americans
for 40 years in the comic strips.
Buck Roger.s of course - is portrayed··
by Gil Ger~rd, your good-looking
heroic type. He is a NASA astronaut
who has been orbiting in space for 500
years before finally returning fo earth.
Having been in suspended animation
the whole time, he hasn't aged a bitmuch to the liking of Princess Ardala
(Pan:iela Hensley) and space pilot
Wilma Deering(Erin Gray).. Both vie
for Roger's heart.
It takes time for Rogers to accept the
fa~t that everything he knew was
·destroyed by a holocaust. During this.

time he ventures outside the enclosed
city and is attacked by some creatures.
·You are lead to believe they are mutants
·from the holocaust, but neither them
nor the holocaust are ever explained.
The suspense is based on the hidden
fact that the Draconian empire, which
controls three-quarters of the civilized
world, is trying to capture the · earth
through the guise of a friendly peace
agreement.
The villain in the film is Kane, the
conniving henchman of King Draco.
He is played by Henry Silva, a character actor whom you wili recognize at
first sight.
Some of the comic relief of "Buck
Rogers" is supplied by a small robot(a
la · "Star Wars") named Twiki. He is
played by Felix Silla and is one of the
first friends Rogers acquires.
"Buck Rogers", with its PG rating, is
mostly a family movie. The violence is
limited to spaceships being destroyed.
There are some sexual innuendos
though.
Tho·ugh it will never reach the
heights of "Star Wars," the movie
"Buck Rogers" is still an exciting and
interesting trip into the future. And in
the end,Buck Rogers does turn out to
be the hero, saving everyone practically single-handed.

by Brian La.Peter
was wise because I barely managed to
Crepes. A lot of people have
consume all of jt.
probably heard of them, but do .they
The dinner started with a heaping
really kn<;>w what a crepe is or how
·sal·ad. You can pick from mixed green
salad, spinach salad, fruit salad or pea
delicious it is?
Basically a crepe is a very thin, flat soup. A separate salad costs $1.50,
pancake. I~ may sound bland by it- which seems a 1ittle steep, even when
self, but the different things · you caI?
considering the heaping portion. But
stuff them with makes them delightful
'with the special, it is a bargain you
to the palate.
can't pass up.
This French foad has become so
For the main course I selected a Beef
popular that· some restaurants cater - Bourguinon Crepe and an Alpine
Cheese Sizzle. The sayory beef was
exclusively to crepe lovers. Th~ Magic
.Pan creperie in Fashion Square Mall is
combined with pearl onions in
one of these restaurants.
Burgundy wine sauce to make a mouth
For breakfast, lunch, dinner or
watering feast. The Alpine Cheese Sizdessert, the Magic Pan has a crepe to
zle is a cheese crepe which is deep-fried
suit everyone's tastes.
to give it a crispy touch. It is an
. The breakfast menu includes Crepe
exquisite crepe.
By dessert ti!'fle, I·, was fairly full
Bendict,eggs Benedict in a crepe; Ham
and Apple Crepes, a ·crispy ham and
when the waitress arrived with the
apple sizzle; and E.gg~ Sausalito, two Crepes Bejgnet, a gigantic(it feeds at
poached eggs on a spinach souffle.
least two people) serving of crepes ·
For dinner you have a choice of
delicately crisped and served in a
basket with hot~brandied apricot,
specials or combin{ng entree crepes to
make your own special meal. Prices. raspberry or chocolate sauce.
are reasonable . . Single crepes range · Separately,the desserts .range in price
from about $2 ·to $3. Two crepes are
from$2 to $3. Two people can. easily
suggested for a complete meal.
share one and be satisfied.
Two dinner special were in effect
I dined at the Magic Pan on Saturwhen I visited the restaurant. The Lois
day n,i ght and the service was excel- .
lent. The waitress was very friendly
Lane Special(! can't explain the name)
is $6.95 and features your choice of
and efficient.
The Magic'.Pan is open from 11 a.m.
two ~repes, soup or salad,
beverage· and Crepes Beignet· for
to IO p.m . Monday through Thursday,
dessert.- The Superman special($8.95)
from I I a.m . until midnight on Friday
features the same except you get your
and Saturday, and from 11 a.m . until
· 9 p.m. on Sunday. Reservations are acchoice of three crepes.
1 chose the Lois .Lane Special, which . cepted but not required.
entertalnmentedltor ·

Concert Listings.
Apr. 7 - Papa John Creach, Great Southern Music Hall/Orlando
Apr. 12 - Melanie~ Creat Southern Music Hall/Orlando
Apr. 14 -Ted Nugent, Aerosmith, Cheap Trick, Tangerine Bowl/Orlando
Apr. 19 · Horslips, Great Southern Music Hall/Orlando
Apr. 21 ·Dave Brubeck, Great Southern Music Hall/Orlando
Apr. 28 ·Charlie Daniels Band, Molly Hatchet, Lakeland Civic Center
May 4 - Moody Blues, Lakeland Civic Center
May 5 - Leo Kotke, Great Southern Music Hall/Orlando·
May 13 - Super Tramp, Bayfront Center/St. Pete
June 29 - Yes, Lakeland Civic Center

~~ra~~
~ra~n-CT
m~m

Basically Baroque performs trio ~onatas
A program of trio sonatas by Telernann and Quantz will be featured in a co·n cert
April 12 by "Basically Baroque," the UCF faculty ensemble now celebrating their
.
fifth year together.
~he 8 p.m. concert in the Music Rehearsal Hall will go toward providing support to the university's scholarship fund.
.
There will be a $2 admission donation at the door.
Basically Baroque consists of performer~teachers and is considered one of the
finest groups of their kin·d. in Flor.ida . Members are Patricia Stenberg, oboe and
recorder; Sabina Micarelli, violin; Lee Eubank, bass; and Gary Wolf, pi.a no.
The Thursday evening program will conclude with the "Concerto in C Minor
for Oboe, Violin and Continuo."

Across From UCF
275-3052
Monday Nigbt-$2.00 Pitchers
Tuesday Night-Live Jazz.With
Wine and Cheese
Wednesday Night-Fraternity Night
$2.00 Pitchers
Thursday Night-Sorority Night
$1. 7 5 Pitchers
Friday Night-Live Rock & Roll
Saturday Night-Live Rock & Roll

LifEGUARds ltAvE MORE fuN AT

Rivm CouNTRy
Enjoy the best lifeguard job ever ~t the World's most unique Swimmin' Hole. At
River Country,· you'. II be in charge of a variety of activities - from dispatching
guests down a twisting Water-slide to keeping an eagle-eye on the pool, swimming
coves and beach area - all while you soak up the glorious Florida sun.

"Pitcher Hite" Mon., Tue., Wed., *2.00 pitchers from 8-11 ·

Just bring your current Advanced Lifesaving or Water Safety Instructor certificate to
the Walt Disney World Employment Center Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. Take lnterstate4 to the Lake Buena Vista/535 exit.. Go north eight miles, then
follow the s1g~s to the Employment Center. If you can pass our swimming test, you
may_be on your way to a lifeguard job that's interesting, profitable and fun.

Merrill Brothers
One Draft lie;
With This Adi!!

April 6th and 7th
· April 18th thru 21st

Positions are also available _at our resort hotel marinas, where in addition to
lifeguard duties, you'll handle boat and equipment rentals, sailing instruction and
·
.
_·
waterskiing.

Permanent and Part-time positions are now available. ·

Watt 1!)1sney World.

One Ad
Per Person

An.equal opportunity employer
r 117& WA L t DISNEY PAODUC1't0HS
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Senate defea·ts Farley scholarship bill
memorium. The OAF (Organizations,
Appropriations and Finances) Com1taff writer
.
mittee proposed an amendment which
In its March 29 meeting the Student
would
have made the deadline for
Senate defeated a measure establishing ·
awarding
the scholarship March 30,
a $250 scholarship in memory of Rick
1979,
rather
than Juoe 30, 1979.
Farley, a UCF student who died last
supporter
of the bill , obJakubisin,
a
moDth.
date
change,
claiming it
jected
to
the
Later in the meeting President Mark
tlie
senate's
attempt
to
"save
face"
was
Omara announced his pi:oposal for a
through
indirectly
killing
the
scholar$50.000 to $ 75,000 concert to be held
ship by amendment rather than vote.
in the upcoming summer or spring
quarter. Omara had rejected an earlier
Sen. James Blount, chairman of the
proposal providing for a $1 7 ,000 conOAF committee, responded · by stating
cert featuring Jerry Jeff Walker.
the amendment was merely an attempt
In its original ' form, the bill
to have the $250 immediately revert
providing funds for Rick Farley, a
back to the senate and be available for
student struck by a car last November,
other allocatons. He later commented
was a direct $250 allocation to help
it would have been impossible to
defray his $11,000 hospital cests.
award the scholarship by June 30 since
Omara opposed the gift of senate
it contained no deefi_n ite restrictions.
money to a private individual, saying
it set a bad precedent.
The senate passed a similar scholarAccording to Sen. Ron Jakubisin the
ship last year honoring .former UCF
. possibility of presidential veto began
President Charles Millican. Accoding
the senate's three week of reconto Student Government Accountant
sideration. Rick Farley died during the
Janet LaPlaca, "I haven't released the
first week of that period.
Millican scholarship to Financial Aid
because there are no guidelines about
THE FINAL FORM of the bill called
qualifications
or
whether
it's
for establishing a $250· scholarship in
renewab.l e." Some senators pointed out
by Mary Wilson

CUSTOM MADE

DRAPERIES

I

I

FREE ESTIMAT~S:
RODS & INSTALLATION

LcALL us Now
·

_J

JACOBS & FOV .

·. enteronses

HWY 426 WFsr'oF OvrnOO
365:3689 M-F l 0-5·

~.

IOIPIAN·
EducatlonafCeatar ~-~

LSAt-GRE
MCAT
cl-sses now forming
· C1ll Daws Evaaln11 & Weekends

,Tampa (813)_98&.:0003
1-0 921N.56th St.
Temple Terrac~, Fl. 33617

•

I

that the Farley grant would suffer the
same fate.
A $250 RICK Farley scholarship has
been requested in next y~ar' s senate
budget. If approved, it will still have to
be given definite provisfons by the
senate before it can be made available
to students.
Earlier in the meeting, Omara announced a proposal for a $50,000 to
$75,000 concert after vetoeing a
/ sma ll~r one costing $ 17 ,000.
"I want a major concert which will
show what UCF can do." Omara
stated. "Besides, · with a Jerry Jeff
Walker concert ·we'll hardly be able to
.break even."

promoter. The · Village C~nter is attempting to secure Beach Club Productions as a paid agent to secu·re major
tal ent. According to Fr.anzese "We
n.ee~, their professionalism and expertise.
The proposed funding of the concert
includes $13,000 from Student Government, $5,000 fi:om the Village Center , up to $25,000 from the Athletic
Department, and $20,000 from a.
senate reserve originally intended to
repay a SC debt to the Traffic and
Parking Fund.

UNIVERSITY
COMPTROLLER
Joseph Gomez stated he had no objection to the delaying of repayment to
the parking fund since an additional
ACCORDING TO OMARA the
$20,000 would still elave the fund to
larger concert will ideally be held in
low to begin parking lot construction
the north end of the Tangerine Bowl,
this year.
seating 20,000 with 5,000 seats
Ideally, the concert will generate
available free to students. Such a large
enough
funds t-0 repay all its investors.
concert would return a $45,000 to
Any clear profit will go to the
$80,000 profit on general public ticket
establishment of a UCF football team.
sales.
Village Center Program Director · Omara hopes. to arrange for three or
four acts, including artists of th~
Paul Franzese doubts the capability of
stature of a Charlie Daniels or Jimmy
UCF to conduct such a large concert
without the aid of a professional ·Buffet.
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Survey shows students favor bus service
by Deborah Deal
freet.nce writer

Fift<'('n p<'opl<· agree that a bus service for UCF is needed but they themsdves
have' no use' for it -- th<'v c•ithN livC' too close to campus or too far.

A majority of the 75 students surveyed on campus feel that a. bus service to UCF
would be a__g_~od id~'!·
.
.
·
The Orange, Seminole, Osceola Transit Authority will hold a hearing to dC't<>rmine whether a bus system shoul~ be set up for the UCF campus. lf approvC'd, the
UCF route would connect w.ith existing routes in Orlando an~I Winter Park<~nd be
offered on an hourly basis from 7 a.m. - Qp.m. .
i
Alth~ugh ~ ~ajo.rity of the students interviewed thought a bus s<-rvice for UCF
was a good idea, only half the students thought they would be ahl<' to US<' the service on a regular basis. The remainder cited inconvenience and living locations
outside of the route~ ~s ·reasons. for not usrng the syst{'m.
However, 23 students said thev wo.uld use· the- s<>rvic~ on an irrC'gular basis.
Business major Patti Brown said, ;,I think it's a good idea, the way gas is going up.
On the days I don't have to go to work I would definitely use it."
Rosemary Stevens, a psychology major said she would US{' th(' bus sprvic<' .
"Because of the fuel situation I think it would be a good idea, and it woulcl savl'
mileage on the cars," she said, "I often wondered why there wasn't a bus service with
all the commuter students here." ·
Another business student, Mike Lynch also voicecl support for thC' sprvic<'. H<'
said, "I wou ld use the bus even thou'gh it means driving someplcC' to catch it and
transferring buses. I believe it would still save me monev."

· A small minoritv, iikC' onC' anonymous freshman, thought it would be undignifiC'd to rid<' a i»us. "R11sc•s arc• for °high s('hool kicls<' she said:
OthC'rs would us<' a bus sNvice if wc;rk and other act.ivities did not make it ir1convmient to do so. UCF stud<'nt Jim Scott said, "I wouldn't use it myself but I
know a lot of people who wemld. I would · use it if I weren't working every
morning.

Cult --------------------,---from
then' hncl been complaints about the·
rC'I igious group.
TliE CROSSROADS CHURCH of
Christ, heaclecl by a Charles Lucas is
clesigned not to have a hierarchy structure. When a minister is qualified the
parent church helps estab lish a new
church but after becoming established
the new church is reportedly financiallv_
and
in
accountability
auto~omous. Therefore, church mem- .
hers can claim not to be associated
with
parent
churches.
Critics,
howC'ver, claim association through
clo<:trine.
One religious leader . in Central
Florida, who wished to remain
anonvmous, saicl it was the prnctice of
thC' Churches of Christ to adopt diffrrC'nt names so that associations between controversial parent churches
and new churches cannot be made.
The -local cell of the Church of Christ
has a reported membership "of 40,
basically students at UCF, members of

UCF instructors hosting
.children's theater conference
Professionals and amateurs with an
interC'st in young people's theater are
invited to this vear's Florida Chilclren's
Theater Confe.rence .April 27-29 hosted
bv UCF.
. The 3-clay program will feature a
variety
<)f
performances,
plus
workshop in set design, puppetry- .
mime and improvisation , and di~ec
ting SC'minars.
A frre performance of "Jack and the
Be;.rnstalk" will signal the start of the

convention April 27. The classic will
be presented bv the Floriela Civic
Theater at the Tupperware Children's'
Theater.
On Saturday, April 28, the agenda
includes performances of "Southern
Fried Cracker Tails," by the Un.iversitv of South Florida educational
th~ater, and "Little Red Riding Hoocl,"
by Puppet Power.
For more information, call Anne
Welsch at 275-2861

the Christian Student Association and
Carr's University Boulevard Church of
Christ. Crossroads Church of Christ
has repo~tedly -allotted $15,000 to the
local group.
-ON UCF'S CAMPUS some people
alleged that members of the Church of
Christ has taken over Tri Delta's Bible
study. But, Ann Barry, former
chaplain for Tri Delta's said that was
an exaggeration. She said some non-Tri
Deltas were semi-leading the Bible
stucly ancl they wer Church of Christ
members, but it appeared to be nondenominational and "certainly was
not high-pressured."
Because of the alleged recruiting
practices of the church and its "cultlike"
orientations
several
organizations have been formed tCi
help parents of church members.
The number to call for pdn•nts and
former members who wish to help
people currently having problems with
church members is (305) 886-1740.

WANT INSTANT
RESPONSIBILITY?
Being a missile launch officer in the Air Force is an·awesome responsibility. But it's an exciting job with leadership
opportunity from the word "go".
·
Air Force ROTC can _help you prepare for this exciting
field by granting two, three or four-year scholarships.
These will pay for tuition, books, and lab fees. and give you
$100 a month for some of your other college expenses.
Then, if you can qualify for the missile field, you can
work on an advanced degree through special graduate
education programs, and fhe Air Force will help with the
expenses.
If you're the type who·s looking for an exciting future, a
future of commitment and pride, look· into this one. See if
you qualify to be an Air Force missile launch officer .. . and help perpetuate the traditions that have made
our country great.
..
Get the details right away. You'll be glad you did.

SEX.U AL ASSAULT

For more information contact:
Professor of Aerospace Studies,
General Classroom Bldg., Room 310,
Phone 27 5-2264

False Myths
Surround Crime
There are too many erroneous myths
surrounding the violent crime of sexual
assault. If be! ieved, they can be harmful
because they give false impressions of both
the victim and the rapist.
For instance, according to one myth, the
victim of a sexual assault is always young
and attractive. She is also usually portrayed
as inviting the anack because of her mode
of dress or behavior. Cnforrunately, many
dramatizations in movies and on television
have served to perpetuate this myth even
though it is totally false.
Based on records of reported anacks in
Florida, rapists anack females of all agcsthe youngest b~ing under one year old and
thc ·oldcst being over 90.
Moreover, the records show that rapists
know no racial or age boundaries nor docs
social or economic status or lifcsrvlc make
·
anv female immune.
- Another myth says that most of the men
who commit rape arc seeking sexual gratitication and arc usuallv not known hv
their victims.
·
·
Rape is an act of hostility, frustration
and aggression-an act of \'iolencc. not perpetrated for sexual gratitication. The rapist
enjoys overpowering and degrading his
victim, making her a lesser being than he is.
Also, in many reported cases. the rapist
is someone known to the \'ictim either as
a friend, co-worker, relarin:., date or casual
acquaintance.
There are effective prcvcnti\'c measures
you can take to greatly minimize your
chances of becoming a ,·ictim. To learn
what they arc. contact ~· our local law
cnfon:cmcnt agcnc~· or write :

Gateway to a great way of life.

r.--------------~r.-11
2201 E. Colonial Dr.
1-115 W. Colonial Dr.
5507 W. Colonial Dr.
1919 S. Orange Ave.
6320 International Dr.
516 Altamonte Dr.
7135 S. Orange Blossom Trail
915 W. Vine St., Kissimmee
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with this coupon
A 1/ 4 LB. SINGLE' HAMBURGER
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· KINGS DEN
HAIRSTYLING

rso¢, 1I
I
I

Specializing in Today's 11
.
Look for men and women

off any .
rPgula r
haircut

Kt

-

Sho ;p;i 1 ~ c ·(·ntl'r ·
(Conwr of 43fi & Aloma)
Wint<·r Park

. . S<»morai1

0

~•a

1

I

off .anv

-' hairst~·ling

.CENTRALIZED SERVICE$
HAS TICKETS TO
YOUR KNIGHT LIFE!

I

·I
I

I.1.00 I

5 Expert Stylists
.
Complete Jin~ of Kings D~n
Redken Hair Products
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Redeemable
nly Mon.· F~i.

I .ExP1REs:s13119 I

GET TICKETS FOR THE ROCK-a-THON!.
.24 hours of rock 'n' roll starting o~ April 13th at 9p.m. till
lApril l 4~h at l 2p.m. at t~e Orlando, Sports. .Stadiun:i .. l S.
bands will be featured. Tickets are on sale for 2.00--hmited
offer!
--·r·h·e·a·t·r·e~T~i·c~k·e-ts..........R.EG·U·L-AR. . . .D.IS·c·ou~
· N·T·

1-IZWJ.!i..J.

One(' Upon a Stage
ThC'alrC' on Park
Muskana

Meet.The Candidates
Hear Their ViewsDeeide For Yourself:
Members of the Future staff will be
conducting interviews with the
Student Govennnent candidates
on the Village C£nter Green.
April 9

ll:OOam-l:OOpm

(Future endorsements will he chosen
on the basis of these interviews)

12 .00
6 .25 & 7.50
10.00

Movie Tickets·

,

Genna! Cinema
Plaza Rocking Chair
·EastC'rn Ft•dC'ral
I ntC'rstatC' fi
Wometeo-Park East & WC'st
Gr('at Southern M_usk Ha ll (mov ic•s only)
Univl'rsitv Driv(' In
Craprfru.it Classieal Thc•atn·

3.50
3.50
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
4 .50

1.75
1.75
1.50
1.75
1.75 .
1.25
1.25
3.00

Busch Gardens-RC'gu lar price• is $7.80--Disc. price-$6.00
Rosie O'Gradies-mcmlwrship pass<'s available April 2nd for -only
$0.so!
.
Please remember that y~u are limited to two tickets per 1.D. per purchase.
BOOK EXCHANGE-Last day to pick up money or unsold books is April
26th., Thank you for participating. Check the Future aga_in for the next
·
.book exchang~.
GRADUATE RECORD·Pc•oph· w ho ha\"C' lwi·n rC'l"<'i,·ing notie!'s l·oncNning thc·ir proofs.
plc·ast' contad C<·ntraliz<·d Sc•rvi!"t's. Also. we· IH'<'cl intNc•stc·cl 1wrsons to do \;l\·out cl<·sign
for 111<' .gracl11at<' rc·corcl. Contad Mark Bc•ndc•r in C:Pnlralizc·c_I Sc•n·il't'S.
·

SERVICES
Consumer Union
Off Campus Housing
Travel Board
Community Agency Referra·I Service
Babysitting Referral-We need babysitters!
.
Typing Referral-If you are interested in typing for some extra money,
come into S.G. and fill out a form .
Lnrnt<'d in V.C. 217. Hnurs art> .9-4 M- F. Call 27.S-2191 fnr mori, infnrmatinn .

All Servic~s Available.To Students, Faculty, & Siaff•.

SlllER PRllRll
FllYllR llFE ·

ERCILLEIE.
CALL:
ARMY ROTC~ THE TIO-YEAR PROGRAM.

9.00
5.00
9.00

275-2430
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Team takes Haiti trophy

UCF may host vo~leyball nationals
by Ann Barry
sports editor

·
.

For the second consecutive year, the national women's volleyball championship
tournament may be held at UCF.
The decision deoends on-which other colleges have put in a bid to host the tournament. Volleyball coach Lucy McDaniel said that UCF is the favored location but
officials are making sure that no school has sent their bid to the wrong place.
.
There's a 90 percent chance that the tournament will be held here she said. It ·
will be the first time a national volleyball championship has been held at the same
place two years In a row.
.
.
·
.
McDaniel said the commissioner of small colleg~ national championships toldher that last yeqr's tournament was beautifully done. She said the university had
tried to be very hospitable and did extras such as assigning hosts t~ pick up the
other teams at the airport.
Before a final decision is made, Donna Lapiano, commissioner of large college
national championships must be reached. If any small .college has sent a bid to her
by mistake, they will be considered to~.

''.I really think it is just a technicality," said McDaniel. "It is good to be careful,
though, beca.use there is probably going to be enough flack about us hosting the
tournament again:" ·
·
.
Usually the location of the tournament is rotated among the nine regions in the
country. This seems to cut down on distant teams having to pay large travel e·xpenses for two years in a row.
McDaniel said it would cost $5,000 to $6,000 for the UCF team to go to a tournament at the University of Minnesota, which was also considered as .a host for
nationals next year .
The UCF team is still grabbin.g trophies sfrice they won the national championships last fall. The women traveled to Haiti over the break and picked up the first
place trophy in the Haiti International Tournament.
McDaniel said the women were guests of Haiti's prime minister during their visit
and were treated "royally."
"Foreign countries are funny, they treat their sports stars li.ke we treat our mo:vie
stars--so we had a good time," she said. "Everyone down there knows about UCF
.now.I,,

...

Waterskiers
lose chance
for regionals
by Cathy Costello
freel.nce wrt.ter

Ed Scarborough of UCF jumped l 02
feet last weekend in an intercollegiate
water ski tournament in Gainesville,
placing the mens jump .team seventh
amoung 21 schools.
The other standout · for UCF's team
was Rick Jones, an expert tricker, who
raked in 1740 points and finished third
overall in the men's trick event.
Despite the efforts of the team, they
fell short of the total-points n.e eded to
get a bid to regionals that will be held .
in Winter Haven on Easter weekend.
UCF
entered
the
Gainesville
tournament ranked ninth overall in the
Southeastern Conference. Conditions·
for the weekend were perfect for water
skiing: glassy water, no wind and
clear skies.
UCF's four slalom skiers -- Don
Copeland, Jim Hand, Rick Jones and
Pat Crenshaw -'- boosted UCF to sjxth
in their event. Copeland made the best
effort with 5 and 1-2 buoys at 36 miles
per hour.
·
Regis Johns of UCF skimmed the
clear water of Lake Wauberg and
tallied 1270 points in tricking, while
Mark Lister gathered 690 points. UCF
finished fourth in the trick event.
UCF finished its 1978-79 water ski
season ranked seventh in the conference. Their next season begins in August
and thev look forward to
host of
tourna~ents, onr being planned at
Lake lvnnhoe hrre in Orlando.
- A jumpe~ for UCF pulling close to
thr l 00-foot mark was Pat Crenshaw
who jumprd 97 fed , compared to 123
feet, ·the besr jumr> of the tournament

.

UCF men's slalom skier Jim Hand shoots up sp~ay in shooting around buoys (above right) and skier Ed
Scarborough jumps high to win a top ranking for the men's jump team (below right).

a

Knight Nine sit on Rollins to hold 2-2 re Cord
by Neal Bo~en

sports writer

With storm clouds thrC'atC'ning nncl
two out -in the bottom of thC' righth,
freshman ·shortstop Bu.tch Round
singled up the middle, took se<;·cmcl on a
single by Hal Staats, · thrn scorC'cl on
Jeff Rudolph's second RBI singlr of the
day as UCF defeatr5l Rollins 5-4 Weclne~dav at the UCF fidd. ·
In . earlier action, the Knights
defeated number one ranked Flori,la
Southern 6-5 . in I 0 innings last Friday
befor(' bowing to the Moes 9-2 on
Saturday.
The Knights are now 2-2 in conference play and face Rollins twice this
weekend; Firday at 3:30 at Winter
Park's Harpl'f Shepard Field and
Saturday at i :30 at th.e UCF field.

WC'clrn·sday. the Knights jumprd to a
2-0 IC'ad in th<' first inning. Senior Hal
·staats w<ilkc·d. tlic>n took third on a
throwing error by Tar hurler Frank
Ric:c:i. Rudolph single:d him home', but
was thrown out trying to st<'al second.
Later. Bill Halpin and Sanely Brown
stroked c.·onsc·<·utive singles and Frank
Surmaczewicz
followC'cl
with
a
double'. scoring Halpin.
UCF startl'r Tim Svverson ran into
trouble in the third, ~alking the first
two Rollim l>atsmt•11, thm vielding ;l
two run double· to third basl'~nan StevC'
Karwatt. Aft<'r anothN walk and
sac:rif ic<'. R ic:k Pag<' si ngl<'d honw
Karwatt. and that was all for Svve·rson. Coach Bill Moon borught in
ju111ur

i1u r lc 1

\lik1·

squekh<'cl th<' rally.

\.lir.il·j,._

'' 110

UCF tied the game in the home ha'lf,
Rudolph lC'ading-off with a singlr' and
later sc:oring on a doub](' play ball hit
by BilLHalpin.
MiradC' pitcht•d out of a base's loaded
jam In th<' fourth, but Rollins tallied in
the fifth whC'n shortstop Rusty Piggott
walkC'd and scored on Jay Barnhardt's
clouhlc.

Miracle' thC'n slammC'd the door on
the• Tars, an C'ighth inning walk tc>"catchC'r Dan Flvnn providrd thC'ir only
bas<' runtwr th{' n•st c)f thC' wav.
Junior rightfkldN Bill Ha.lpln slap. peel out his sixth honwr to l<'acl off th<'
Knight fifth . Halpin's shot tic's thC'
school rt'{'or<L set last SC'ason by Hal
Staats.
Mirael<' upp<'d his record to 3-0,
while Ril'l'i. who wmt all th<' way for

the Ta rs, dropped to 8-2·.
· Last Frid.ay, the .Knights dumped
defending National Champs . Florida
Southern 6-5 on a controversial play in
the tmth inning. Lonnie Peeler lead off
for thC' Knights with a single that rolled
through l('ft fi~lder Mike CustC'r's legs
to thl' fence. Peeler raced to third on
thC' error, but was apparently b('aten
by th<' throw.
·
·umpire' Bobby Downes signaled safo
and was ehargrd by the Moes hurlC'r
Rmo Walton. Walton was eJ<'drd, and
his r<'placemmt, John Nichols stuck
out thC' first two batt<'rs h(' faerd.
Saturday
at
JokN-Marehant
Stadium in Lakdand, thr Moes
dom!natl'd play from thC' start and hrld
Baseball. page 21
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Ba seball--------frampagezo
on tora 9-2 victory. Sa xe w a saddled
with the loss, his second aga inst four
wins, as he was wracked for seven runs
and eight hits in only four innings.
The Knights, now l 5-9 on the
season, have a respectable 2-2 record
in Sunshine State Conference play. The
SSC is regarded as the toughest
Division II conference in the nation~
with every team other than UCF
ranked in the top twenty in the nation.
Catcher Jeff Rudolph took over the
team lead in batting Wednesday as he
continued a torrid. hitting streak. His
four for five performance raised his
average to .404. Third baseman Glenn
Miller was held hitless by the Tars so
his BA dipped to .393 ... Miller leads the

club in HHls wi t h 24, trailing him are
the outtielders.
Centerfi elde r Hal Staats and rightf ielder Bil1 Halpin are knotted at 17
apiece and leftfielder Sandy Brown has
chipped in 16. Miller has a good shot
at breaking the team record of 32. He
is also closing · in on the record for
doubles (14) with 11. Rudolph has l 0
two-baggers.
Knight pitching is faltering. The
team ERA has rfsen to 4.07, with only
Miracle (2.30) and Karl Hodges (2.45)
under the magic 3.00 mark. Tim
Syverson is the staff workhorse, with
4 7 innings in. Saxe follows closely with
45 1-3. Saxe leads the squad with 36
strikeouts.

Softball ladies get aggressive
to slam in J. 2-2 season score
by Neal Bowen
sports writer

Steve Wllllama/Future

Heybatterbatter ...
Knight starting pitcher Tim Syverson breaks one off against a
Rollins batter Wednesday. UCF won the bout 5-4.

lntramurals
The Recreational Services Office is holding a match play
golf tournament starting April 16. There will be competition
in three flights and the tournament is open to men & women,
faculty, students and ·staff. Sign-up by April 11. in P.E. 101
and after the. pairings are posted, opponents may arrange
their own matches at a convenient time and course.
The Intramural Wrestling tournament is two weeks away.
Individual or team entries will be accepted. Sign-up April 19
and weigh-in and begin wrestling on April 20.

Paced by a trio of .400 hitters,
Coach Nancy Sirmons' Lady Knights
softball team has roared to a 12-2 midseason record.
' The Ladies romped through their
first 1 l opponents before being blanked
by the University of Florida 2-0 last
Friday in the Universfry of South
Florida Invitational. UCF rebounded
Saturday, beating Flagler for the fifth
time, 2-1 . But host South Florida
eliminated the Lady Knights Saturday,
11-5. The 11 runs ·w ere more than any
two previous opponents had scored.
Sirmons said the team "was outhit in
the tourney,"· but promised things
would be different within .the next
weeks.
.
In practice Sirmons emphasizes hitting. In slowpitch softball it is, "easy to
hit, but something else to place it," she
said.
The results are obvious in the
season's statistics. UCF has outhit op-·
ponents, .320 to .216, scored 55 - more
runs, garnered SO more hits and
racked up 80 more total bases. No
Lady Knight has struck out this year,
but pitchers Donna Douglas (7-0) and
Kathy Shannon (5-2) have sent 5 op-

International Air Bahama.

Eveey seat to Europe
at the same low fare.

ENGINEERS

$373~~~~rip

Federa1 Government agencies are involved in
some .of the most important technological work
being done today .... in energy fields, communication, transportation, consumer protection, defense, exploring inner and outer space and the environment . .
Some of the jobs are unique, with project~ and
facilities found nowhere else. Salaries are good,
the work is interesting and there are excellent opportunities for advancement.
Our nationwide network ca~ get your name referred to agencies in every part of the country.
For information about best opportunities by
· speciality and location, send a coupon of your
resume to Engineer Recruitment, Room 6A 11.

No restrictions at all.
International Afr Bahama has
only one fare to Europe. $373
roundtrip from Miami to
Luxembourg via Nassau, or
$186.50 one way. This applies to
ever.y seat on every one of our
flights.
There are no restrictions at
all on stays up to one year.
You don't have to book in
advance or fly stan~by.
But even with this low fare,
we'll still be giving you great
service, complimentary
,
cocktails .. wines an~

~~~~~. ... .,. . .... .t::-.:-··\.:.'. "#.;("W:/;'~?:k" cog~~dw~~~r~:;a~\r:i~er.

United States of America

you to Luxembourg, the
heart of Europe, which is
just hours away by train
or car from nearly all of
Europe's most famous
landmarks.

Office of Personnel Management
Washington, D.C. 20415

..............................
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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ponents back to the dugout with bats
still in hand.
Right fielder Kathy Finnucan leads
the squad in six offensive categories including batting average (.463), RBis
(14), doubles and triples. Third
baseman Yvonne Devlin and Senior
second baseman Kristy Bosfon are also
in the exclusive .400 club with .419 and
417 averages, respectively ,
Boston , the only woman to hit one
out of Lake Fairview Field paces the
club with 4 homers.
Sirmons' philosophy of play is to go
for the base hit and one or two runs
·every inning. As a result, the .L adies ·a re
aggresive on the basepath.s, in spite of
not having "too much lightning
speed." She credits their success thus
far to that aggressiveness, plus · an
ability to cope with pressure.
The Ladies are in St. Augu.stine this
weekend, participating in the Flagler
Invitational. They have just one more
home date versus South Florida April
l l at 4 :00 l?m· The State Tournament
will be played at Orlando's Lake Fai rview April 19-21.
Sirmons, who said the team "doesn't
accept defeat" had a final comment:
"God help Florida and USF ne_~ .t time
we meet them,"

I
I
I
I

•·
I
I

-·
I
I
I

•Price e ffec ti ve thru Ma y 14 a nd s ubject to c hange . Add $12.50 surc harge
ea c h way o n trave l b_e twe en April 11 a nd April 23 .

I ----------------------------- i
I

I

I
I

See y oUt· travel agent . Write Intern atio n a l Air Ba hama. 2 2 8 S .E. F irst
St. . M iami , Fl o rida 33131 . Te le : 800-4 3 2-953 0 (except for Mi a mi).
30 5·3 5 8-0800 (Mi a mi o nly ).
Please send me : D A tim etabl e of I AB's fl ighls to Europe. O Your
broc hure o n Euro pean Lo urs.
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Don~t

Women take
fi.r st place in
crew regatta

miss it!

• The UCF 'baseba ll team meets
Rollins again today in Winter Park at
3:30 p.m. There will be refreshments
to go with the UCF vs. Rollins baseball
game Saturday, April 7 at i :30 p.m.
The UCF crew club ranked high in
Budweiser is donating I 0 cases of beer.
eight events at the Fanny's/Remex
Drinking will take place in the swi~- ·
Regatta in Jacksonville March 31.
ming pool area. There will also be a ·
The women's open eight outstroked
dedication ceremony for th~ new
hv a boat length FIT's previously unbaseball field. The UCF nine then faces
deJ_e_~ted. women's open eight team.
South Florida Monday, April 9 in
The women were H;st fo a field of
Tampa at 7:30 ·p.m: Wednesday, April
seven and had to row a men's distance
1 l, they return home to bat against
of 2,000 meters.
Biscayne at 3: 15 p.m. They also play
Placing second were the men's open
Biscayne Thursday, April l 2, at 12:30
four, the men's novice four and Alan
p.m .
Hill in the men's novice single squads.
The UCF club also took a third place
. • The UCF men's tennis team will
honor, two fourth places and one fifth.
·play Florida International University
Th~ day was_ marred by · more
in Miami today af 2 p.m. and the
equipment probtems for the club. A
, lJniversity of Miami Saturday, April 7
at 2 p .m., also in Miami. Wednesday, . van ran into one of the shells and tr-he
boat trailer got a flat tire. In addition,
April 1 I they meet Flagler University
another shell was punctured in- the
in St. Augustine at 2 p.m.
·
water by a submerged object.
• The Lady Knight softball team
The crew is going to Miami this
·bats in Flagler Invitational tourDominique Legendre races to
weekend to compete against FIT,
nament today and Saturday ,_April 7 in
practice karate excercises in the
Roll ins and other Florida crews. The
St. Augustine. Wednesday they come
top entry. will be a Puert? Rican Team.
hoIJ1e to try for a win over the University of South Florida at 4 p.m. on the
UCF softball field.
- Saturday, April 7, the UCF crew
club wiH row in the .Miami Invitational in Miami.
Former Knight basketball stars routed
The UCF women netters draw
a 10-man contingent of Tampa . Bay
nearer to the end of their season in a
Bucs March 31 in a scholarship benefit
match against Rollins on Tuesday,
basketball game.
April lO at home at 2 p.m. Thursday
th~y will meet Florida Southern at
The 7 p.m. game in the UCF gym·
home at 2 p.m. in their single
pitted
t.h e Bucs against such one-time - ,...__ _- .
match before the state tournament.
stalwarts as Jerry Prather, Lee Riley
• The Knight wrestling team will be
; and Mike Spivey, who played for the
honored at a banquet Sunday, April S
then-FTU.
'at 7 . p.m. - in the ViJlage Center
· Prather, Riley and Spivey led the
·Cafeteria.
1977-78. Knight squad to a 26-4 season
Anyone interested in attendin~ the
record, winnil)g 22 in a row and a trip
banquet may call the Saga food service
. to the NCAA division II "fin al four" in
at 275-2651 . Tickets are 5.
Springfield. Missouri.

j

ft.v•

n.1nlnAl~1..._

return a hard shot (above). Stu4e.n ts
multi-purpose room (below).

...

Tampa Bay Bucs
dare UCF in benef~~

140 f ernwood Blyd.
('17-92 a~d 436 next t<? ·Jal-Alai).
.(30S} 830-0100
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Since 1795 we've welcomed
our gueSts with our best.
A traditional taste of
Cuervo Gold.
SUZUKI ·
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GS.400X 81095. · ~us2:82

CA$SELBERRY
998_E. SEMORAN
834·1~32

Visitors to Cuervo have always been
greeted in a special way.
· They're met at the gates and invited inside to experience the unique taste of Cuervo Gold.
· . This is the way we've said "welcome" for more than 180
years. And it is as traditwnal as Cuervo Gold itself.
For this dedicatwn to traditwn is what makes Cuervo
Gold truly special. Neat, on the rocks, urith a sp'lash of soda,
;n - «\nfY'fp_r,t S'unrise or Margarita, Ciiervo Gold urill bring
UbjJ{/ 'kJ ~
·
rn1n,lity_ rU led fhe WOrUJ.
you n,c to a time wn~n ':J "·- _ ~ · ..
-l •
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Astrologer uses hypnosis, the stars to plan lives
by Kellie Burd~tte
freelance writer

Would you like to know what you'll be dofrig tomorrow, or next week, or in
three years? It's easy: sign up for the new leisure course in astrology that starts April
12. You'H learn much more than that! You'll learn about yourself.
Astrologer Bill Hansen who teaches this basic course in astrology, will teach you
about principles, structure, interpretation and charting yourself and your cycles.
The class will be held Thursday evenings from 7-9 p.m. and the fee is $25.
Hansen's office is a side room added after his house was built. Inside it is plush
and very calming. The window behind his desk is open, revealing a lake and trees
in the back yard. There is a sign on a small wooden table by the office door, bidding all wh~ enter to ' relax.'
,
The strawberry blonde astrologer is very health conscious; and he spends his spare
time working o~t with weights: swimming, playing tennis, r·unning and doing
yoga. H e also write and acts as a consultant on astrology.
He is teaching a mind control course at Valencia Community College that has
been very successful and he is teaching in Kissimmee.
This will be Hansen's second time to te~ch this class and he is hoping for a better
turnout than last time. Reception is not as good as it could be for the ·astrology
classes in Central Florida, he said. Why? Hansen says the area is conservative.
But astrological consultations are thriving, he said. People want to know all
about themselves and what is going to happen to them.
Why astrology? Hansen had not explored astrology (short of occasionally seeing
newspaper horoscopes which he said does not count) until he attended college, at
Indiana University. ~·1 started searching for myself," he said. He wapted to solve
his own problems and resolve conflicts. "In those days _he didn't even think about
going to a shrink," he says. "That's the·_German way of do ing things," he explained.
·
. · Hansen found a book "Psycho Cybernetics" by Maxwell Maltz, the book, he
said, 'that turned him on to hypnotherapy (therapy using hypnosis). Hans~n
discovered self-hypnosis and later, hypnosis. . ·.
. ..
. Then he· walked into a small bookstore one day and bought a small book on
astrology which he said ·changed his life. His motivation was to learn about himself, ~nd the book caught his eye. He informally studied astrology for two years,
then attended and graduated from Astrology Dynamics of Florida, Inc.
, Astrology.Dynamics then hired him because "they knew I was coming." He had
written a course in astrology _and he presented the manuscripts before an employer,
who promptly gave him the job "without.even reading the manuscripts."
Hansen says it was prophesized a man with strawberry blond hair would soon
be working t.here, and a~ far as Astrology Dynamics was concerned-he was the
.man. He worked there with other astrologers and psychics for two years.
"We were all counselors of one sort. The business developed me," he said.
"Then I went on my own. I t~ok a self-hypnosis course, which turned me on to
. that (self-hypnosis)," Bansen said. He attended hypnosis school in Orlando.
Then he got an idea: "I put astrology and hypnosis together," he said. Hansen
.~xplained that astrological readings revealed a lot o~ character traits .to his

customers. lnstead ot referrmg them to someone else if they had any .questions ~n
how to deal with certain traits or problems, he could help them by usmg hypnosis.
He has c~mbined_the two for maximum effect ever since.
In the future Hansen plans ~o ope~ a school of astrology. It will include tutoring
and lessons by mail order "to cut· down on expenses.· ~ There will be psychology
classes and the school will be very academic. "So many astrologers ·need to be reeducated. Astrology is quite a science, Hansen said. "A person needs
least two
years of in-depth stud_y to b~come an astrologer. Ifs heavy-duty stuff." . .
·

ar

, What's ~he most unusual thing that .has happened in an ~strology class? "I was·
teaching at A.O. We were on a break. I had been ':1sin.~ a (an astrol_ogy) c~a_rt as an
example. -At break a girl came up to me and said, Why are you talk~ng about
me?" Hansen said. The girl insisted it was her personal chart he was usmg, when
he had made up a chart at random to use as an example.
· He explains that thoughts from the girl were transmitted to him. He picked them ·
up subconsciously and wrote her chart. "This has happened ~any times," he said .
Hansen's immediate goal is. to finish 'the books he has begun, but he does not
know what he will do later in life.

If you wou.ld like to plot your own astrol?gica_l ch.art (o~ anybody else's) , stgn up
for this leisure class no~. Deadlines for registration is A~nl 6 .
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3184 E. Colonial
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896-1-724

Good News About
Auto Insurance . •
For College Smdents
We'd like to insure your car. Why?
.Because we specialize in providing auto
insurance for young drivers. ·
Who are we? Criterion'Insurance
Company is a dependable, financially
strong company offering you important
benefits like these: convenient payment
plans, ~ountry-wide claim service, driver
training discounts and a wide choice of ·
coverages to protect you and your car.
Like to know more? Callor visit us
today for a free, personal rate quot~tion .
and complete information. There.'s no ·
obligation, of. course. And we'll be glad
to answer your questions about auto
insurance.
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